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- Chapter I 

THE PERSONAL CHALLENGE OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

The history of mankind shows with what flexibility and with how great a measure of 

success humanity has adapted itself again and again to very radical changes in its living 

conditions. In adapting Itself, of course, humanity has been eaqposed to many-

difficulties and dangers - золю of which have had more or less serious repercussions upon 

its state of health. It has been characteristic of this continuous process of 

adaptation that some harmful effects followed even in circumstances which at first sight 

might seem to have been predominantly beneficial. A case in point is the so-called 

industrial revolution in thé course of the nineteenth century. This certainly-

contributed very much to the well-being of mankind, but at the same time it brought in 

its wake many undesirable consequences - amongst them a great deal of physical and mental 

discomfort and ill-health. 

It is probable, however, that never in its history had humanity to face a challenge 

as considerable as that of the advent of atomic power. The positive potentialities of 

the peaceful use of nuclear energy in industry ând medicine are enormous, but the 

dangers inherent in its misuse are also veiy great. At the United Nations« 

International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, at Gfflieva, August 1955j 

Professor W. V. Mayneord said： "The peaceful development of atcwic energy is Humanity's 

greatest adventure, and like all adventure mast involve risks". 

Conscious of its obligations, the World Health Organization began to take an 

interest in this problem several years ago. At the end of 1954 the Director-General 

called together four consultants to advise the Organization on its future policy in this 

field. Since then the Regional Office for Europe has held two training courses in health 

physics (Stockholm, 1955 and. Mol, Belgium, 1957). Headquarters has convened two Stut^y 

Groups and two Expert Committees : a Study Group on Radiological Units and Radiological 

Protection (Stockholm, April 1956)； a Study Group on the Effect of Radiation on Human 



Heredity (Copenhagen^ August 1956)j an Expert Committee on Post-Graduate Training in 

the Public Health Aspects of Atomic Energy (Geneva, September 1957) and an Expert Commlttc 

on the Introduction of Radiation Medicine into the Undergraduate Curriculum (Geneva^ 

November 1957). 

In its activities concerning the risks to health connected with the exploitation 

of nuclear energy, the World Health Organization has, with good reason, considered in 

the first place the physical aspects. It has been known, since soon after its discovery 

that； radiation^ if carelessly handled, has very dangerous consequences for the persons 

who deal with it. It is, in fact, capable of causing severe burns and dangerous 

prooe^ses of necrosis in different parts of the body, amongst which the damage Inflicted 

on the sex glands is perhaps most often commented ирогь As is well massive 

, do$é6 to the .reproductive cells cause Bte2?ility. With lower doses the number of gene 

mutations giving rise to undesirable changes is increased• The number of mutations! 

produced Is proportional to the radiation dose to the gonads^ so that any amount of 

radiation has a chance of producing a mutation• The dose which doubles the оГ 

natural mutations (estimated as about 30 to 80 r) is well below that which causes 

sterility. In spite of the fact that these genetic changes have a very small chance 

of affeoting the first generation, the Idea of harmful mutations on later generations 

is very disturbing to those people who think about such matters
e 

The World Health Organization recognizes, "however, the possibility that the opening 

of the atomic age may aleo be accompanied by pathogenic influences in the sphere of 

mental health» Prom a theoretical standpoint^ such influences might be due directly 

to radiation damage in the central nervous system or шоге Indirectly to personality 

reactions brought about by the material consequences of damage in other parts of the 

body. In addition, it is logical to infer that the encounter of mankind with a 

source of energy of such shattering possibilities as atomic power vdll cause strong 

psychological reactions, and that some of these will probably have to be considered as 

more or less pathological« 

It may be that many of these reactions will be of the type that has been observed 

in the course of the first industrial revolution, much of which has been ascribed to 

change in pattern and the speed of its introduction
â
 In this respect, one oould perhaps 

say that some time will pass before atomic energy is likely to be an important factor 
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in industry. The peaceful use of atomic energy is however by no means the only factor 
‘ ‘ . • 

in the current speeding up of industrialization, of which another very important factor 

is the development of automation. Moreover, it is likely that the social and economic 

changes related to an increase of industrialization will nowadays not only be more rapid 

but also more traumatlo than in the course of the first industrial revolution. While 

a better education has made Individuals more adaptable to change there is also evidence 

of a higher degree of psychological vulnerability in some quarters. It may be said 

that the current teohnologioal revolution is affecting large areas which up to the 

present time have been unaccustomed to the life-rhythm of modern industrial society. 

There are also signs of a certain weakening of traditional sooial structures and value 

systems vdiich formerly exercised a stabilizing function in cultures where the pace 
of change has been slower. 

• ‘ • . 

Apart from these phenomena whloh are related- to teohnologioal innovations in 

a more general way, it seems possible that the advent of atomic power may also elicit 

more specifio kinds of paychologieal reactions. Badlation energy is indeed liable 

to arouse anxious associations on account of man's first experiences of contact with it. 

In medicine, ionizing radiations were first used for the diagnosis and treatment of some 

of the most awe-inspiring diseases like tuberoulosis and cancer. On the other hand, 

humanity
1

s first contaot with nuclear power proper was the explosion of the first atom 

bombs. There is indeed evidenoe that it ia exceedingly difficult for many people to 

keep the productive uses of atomic energy clearly separated in their minds from its 

destructive possibilities and that this inability contributes to making the whole concept 

of atomic energy potentially a frightening one. 

Moreover, as atomic energy is so gigantio a foroe which emanates from exceedingly 

smeai quantities of raat.ter, and is aotive although it cannot be seen, heard, smelt, 

tasted or felt, it easily provokes irrational phantasies. Such phantasies may well 

be related to titose of early ohildhood, of magical power, casting 'spells^ achieving 

miracles and so oni dreams by whioh children compensate for their felt smallness and 

weakness. Being of very early origin in the emotional life, these'childhood 

phantasies are normally hidden in the unconeoious mind, but are likely to arouse 

strong emotional reactions, the origin of which remains largely unknown to the conscious 

mind, whenever they are triggered off by actual experiences of a psychologically 

similar nature. 



As a corrective it must be recognized that these more specific reactions to the adven 

of atomic power need not always lead to psychological states wbich might be termed 

pathological
t
 Very much to the contrary, there is in many people a healthy ability to 

think and act rationally in spite of exposure to dangerous situations• It is obvious 

that In the mental as In the physical sphere the forces in humanity tending towards health 

and integration have always greatly outweighed the influences causing ill-health and 

disintegration. Were it otherwise the human raoe could not have evolved. Because 

much of this report is devoted to the study of less favourable types of human reaction, 

it must not be conaluded that the Study Group can see only the bad and unwholesome in 

human nature. On the contrary, the sciences of human behaviour have thrown Into sharp 

relief roan•s incredible powers of healthy adaptation
é
 But truth will not be served by 

ignoring the fact that there are people^ sonetimes even people in highly responsible 

positions, whose behaviour Is not entirely free from reactions which, on account of 

unoonsûious emotional motivation
#
 represent u n h e a l r e s p o n s o s » Reactions of this latter 

type can certainly not be left on one side when the mental-health aspects of the peaceful 

uses of atomic energy Are being discussed• 

Thus, there seems to be evidence that the advent of the atomic age has confronted 

humanity with oertain mental-health problems. It sterns also evident that we must have 

specialized knowledge in order to confront these problems scientifically and not merely 

according to popular surface psychology with all its fallacies
t 

While the Study Group on the Mental Health Aspects of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic 

Energy Is, of course, not able to answer all the questions that could be raised or 

indicate a complete programme of practical action in respeot of the probl^m^ it believes 

that the facts which It has assembled and the Interpretations vdiioh it feels it can 

justify are sufficiently suggestive to allow for a strong recommendation for future 

research• Further, It is now reasonable to point out some of the areas where research 

should take place
f 

The Group does not believe that it would be reasonable or proper to consider its 

findings as alarming» It Is, however^ convinced that they are concrete enough to w a r r ^ 

the attention of those in authority» It hopes Indeed that persona in authority will be 

prepared to accept its conclusion that the behavioural sciences can make a valuable and 

concrete contribution to the adaptation of mankind to the advent of atomic power, making 

it indeed as painless and as unharmful as possible and allowing man to reap a rich harvest 

from the seed his inventive genius has sown
# 



Chapter 2 

THE 0Щ8Т1Ш OF BRAIN DAMAGE FROM RADIATION 

i • 

The data on which to base opinion regarding the pathogenic effects of radiation 

on brairj function are scanty. For a long time it has been believed that nervous tissue 

is resistant to radiation^ Some reaent work, however.^- has shown that even though 

nervous tíss&e is among the most resistant of •all the tlsauea it a an be severely damaged 

by doses of radiation not inoompatibXe with life• The sources of information on these 

effects on brain function ares observations on those who have had extensive radiation 

therapy^ w o * with human beings who experienced the atomic esqplosions of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki; and animal experiments« ， 

In general the results suggest that the adult brain is exceptionally resistant to 

radiation, Voses of the order of J000 г seem to be well tolerated, except when 

delivered within a very short time (less than two weeks)• After such high doses a 

cerebral oedema may occur during the days following treatment- Doses larger than 

3000 г especially when given within a period of three weeks, can cause histological 

lesions in the cerebral blood vessels and the nervous tissues^ in which demyelinization, 

fibrotic degeneration, neuroglia formation or even vacuolization occur, 

Clinically; there are some instances of behaviour disturbances in persons 

undergoing radiation treatment» However^ it has so far not been possible to separate 

the influence of the radiation per se from the effects of the original illness nor from 

the total constellation of factors operating on the person in the treatment situation
é 

Paralyses and epileptic fits have also been observed sometimes several months after 

irradiation. For a long time it has been a matter of discussion whether they were due 

to the radiation or were secondary to the vascular lisions, but now it is believed that very 

high doses of radiation can damage nervous tissues夕 quite apart from any vascular lesion 

they may cause
t
 However^ such high doses- are very unlikely to be enoomtered in the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy except in the case of severe exposure due to accidents. 

Some information on possible effects in the case of accidents is available from 

observations made on human beings subjected to irradiation at Hiroshima and Nagasaki• 

Clinical findings included some cases of mental disturbance^ somnolence and apathy. 

It was possible to study the brains of about persons who had been within 2003 metres 

of the explosion, Lesions of vascular origin were seen _ haemorrhages and areas of 



necrosis of the cortex. In addition, in nearby areas of the brain, where there were no 

discoverable vascular effects, degenerative lesions of nervous tissue and neurone 

destruction were found, particularly in the cerebellum, the hypothalamic region and 

the motor nuclei of the cranial nerves and the cervical oord. It is difficult to 

evalxiate the role of irradiation in the pathology of these lesions» they might be 

due to temporary circulatory phenomena (localized vasoconstriction), to anoxia dependent 

upon the degree of local anaemia广 or to discrete foci of damage to the nervous tissue, 

A significant fact of the observations at Hiroshima and Nagasaki was that frequently 

the foetal nervous system irradiated in the uterus seems to have been damaged. One 

per cent, of the children oonoerned suffered from microcephaly, often associated with 

mental or visual difficulties. Russian observations of oases following accidents 

in atomic installations have described modifications of reflexes and variations 

in chronaxy and electrical rhythms. 

The comparatively small amount of experimental work that has been carfied out on 

animals has given the following results % 

(a) Very high doses of the order of several thousands of г cause considerable and 

Immédiate ohanges in the nervous tissues, These are reversible, except for those whioh 

affect the basophil cells of the pituitary gland, and seem to be due to the direct action 

of radiation on nervous tissue. Paralyses were seen after intense radiations of short 

duration of the order of 2000-3000 r. Delayed degenerative lesions of nervous tissue -

demyelinization and necrosis - could, be seen, even if the vascular lesions were slight. 

The hypothalamus seems to be more radio-sensitive, Oligodendroglia and. sub-ependymal 

cells are as fragile as immature cells. With very small doses, tiny localized cellular 

lesions can be seen - immediate inflammatory reactions, neuroglial formation and 

delayed necrosis. Recent Russian work (3556) has even reported, on the appearance of 

oedema, of modifications to the oligodendroglia, of abnormal appearances of cells, change 

in vascular tissue and in equilibrium of the cerebral circulation following doses as low 

as 100 r. 

(b) Experimental woric on animal embryos and young animals has confirmed the radio-

sensitiveness of nervous tissue during the developmental period. Doses of the order 

of 100«2СЮ г at this period can саизе serious malformations of the brain. 



(g) Changes in the electroencephalogram have been recorded after doses of the 

order of 400-500 r
#
 Russian observers have noted immediate and lasting changes 

in conditioned reflexes among animals whose central nervous system has been given doses 

of the order of several hundred r. With doses higher than 1500 r, changes in 

respiratory and cardiovascular reflexes have been noted。 

One thing which stands out clearly is the need for exchange of information and 

confirmation of research on these questions. This is given emphasis by the work 

reported from Russia, Indicating changes in human chronaxy and motor réflexes and 

In the conditioned reflexes of animals
 fi 

It should be noted that all the foregoing observations apply only to the effects 

of radiation on brain function and not to endocrine^ haematopoietic, carcinogenic or 

genetlo effects. The conclusion to be 4rawn in this limited area is that with the 

low dosages of radiation to be encountered in the peaceful uses of atomic energy> 

the organic brain effects mentioned above are of minor or no importance
 # 
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Chapter 3 

THE SOCIAL-ECONOMIC IMPACT OP ATOMIC ENERGY AND MENTAL HEALTH 

In order to answer the question of the degree to which the development of atomic 

energy may affect mental health through the action of social and economic factors, it 

is necessary to discuss two preliminary points： 
. . . . ‘ 

(a) the relationship of social environment to mental health, and 

(b) the character of the social environment into which atomic energy is 

introduced. 

Mental health is a concept about which there is as yet no universally accepted 

agreement. For the purposes of this report it may be considered from two points of 

views either as the absence of those conditions of personality which are recognized 

by clinicians as psychiatric disorder； or as the presence of a sense of well-being 

and of smoothly-functioning interpersonal relationships that can be called good 

morale； or both. She distinction is worth making, for it is evident that conditions 

of social environment partly through the mediation of valuer have direct effect on 

well-being and interpersonal relations, while their role with relation to strictly 

psychiatric disorder is somewhat less clear. That is to say, we are not sure as to 

the specific kinds of social and cultural conditions which can, in a direct way, 

produce manifest psychiatric disorder. It may also be noted that while the 

psychiatrist has maáor contributions to make to the understanding of irtental health 

based on his experience with mental illness, he usually has less opportunity to study 

mental health as such. He shares in his work toward the development of knowledge of 

this field with the other behavioural sciences such as anthropology, psychology and 

social psychology, and also the sciences concerned with moral values. 

Turning to the character of human society before the advent of nuclear power, a 

striking feature is industrial!zation extending over more than 150 years. As people 

in Europe and North America have turned from agriculture and commerce to predominantlji 

industrial activities there has been a series of interdependent changes, of far-reachi 



effeot
f
 Thus, towns have grown, populations have shifted and expanded, there has 

been alteration in occupations, and social and prestige levels have changed in 

quality and composition, with both upward and downward movements
 t
 Of particular 

importance has been the accompanying widening of knowledge among ordinary people 

leading, on the one hand, to aspirations and awareness of opportunity and, on the 

other harid, to dissatisfactions with their current conditions of living. Closely 

related are alterations in values and points of orientation with regard to security. 

In this connexion It Is also noteworthy that one of the features of change is 

technological unemployment. In the broad view it seems that new occupations emerge 

which ultimately replace those lost and absorb the working hands and brains of an 

increasing population. However, such adjustments may take a generation and entail 

much suffering- which, from a mental health viewpoint, must be taken seriously. 

It is ©vident that populations whioh have undergo© industrialization tend 

tcmard a new equilibrium and pew stability. Of reoent years, however, through 

toohnologloaX innovations, the pace of change has accélérated
#
 rendering a stable 

system very diffioult to maintain. As change is piled on change, less and less can 

the worker count on his craft to support him In the future, or the investor on his 

investments. 5hus, some of the effects may take the form of disjunctions and 

interruptions in the functioning of societies, since their different parts are changing 

at different rates and are out of phase with each other. There Is for instance 

interference with family structure, There is also interference with cormunicatlon, 

with education, with government, with occupation, and with eoonomic well-being. It 

would seem that^sooieties have a certain threshold of tolerance for rate of change 

whloh, if exceeded, leads in some measure to sooial disorganization. 

Xn the hitherto non-industrial parts of the world, often called "under-developed
11

 s 

these same kinds of ohanges have begun to appear in recent years. Here, however, the 

factor of accélération is even greater, since there may be changes introduced In the * 、 

matter of a few years which Europe and North America have experienced only over several 

generations. Here too there is the feature of different parts of the society changing 

at different rates, of disarticulations, of envy, perhaps, and of disparity between 

aspirations and results. Outstandingly there is the alteration in basic values and in 

basic points of orientation with regard to security. 



These conditions may be summed up by the words "social disorganization" if it is 

realized that they refer, not to an end state, but to a process which can exist to a 

greater or lesser degree. What is of interest from the standpoint of mental health 

is that irrational emotional states and unsatisfactory human relationships tend to be 

proportional to social disorganization. This has been observed in many parts of the 

world and in many different cultures. One's attention is attracted by the appearance 
ê 

at times of a kind of seIf-perpetuating downward spiral in which the psychological 

states generated by the disorganization render the people less and less able to 

utilize whatever assets are available to them and to find some satisfactory form of 

solution. Sometimes whole societies are affected in this way； sometimes it is a 

question of sub-groups within the societies. 

Although there are many rational attempts to cope with the problems of a 

disorganized society on the part of constituent groups and individuals, a number of 

non-rational trends may be noted. These sometimes occur in sequence and sometimes 

simultaneously in situations of prolonged stress. First may be noted a tendency to 

what appears to be a snatching at chance solutions. It is as if, having run out of 

all thé logical alternatives indicated by the premises of their culture, people began 

attempting anything and everything in the hope that by chance they might hit on 

something workable. Very often these attempts are of a magical character or 

constitute a regression to more magical forms of existing beliefs. A second trend is 

toward expressions of rage which may be discharged or "displaced" on to objects having 

no intrinsic connexion with the causes of the difficulty arising from false beliefs and 

generating a sense of persecution. The well-known phenomenon of
 tt

scape-goating" 

individuals and groups is an example of these feelings in action. Thirdly, there Is 

a state of apathy, of goal-leasness and rootlessness, In vdiioh the people appear 

indifferent to living• 

«•' . . . 

With regard to frank psychiatric disorder, there are many reasons for expecting that 

disorganized groups will in time produce disorganized personalities. Since family 

relationships are adversely affected, there is a high probability of distortion of . 

personality development. In adult life stresses producing anxiety are prolonged .and 

severe, and in addition there are apt to be few resources of a therapeutic nature. 



Prom the point of view of empirical research, there is ae yet little that oan be 

used as evidence in this matter. Most epidemiological studies are of first-adraLsôlon 

rateé to hospitals and many factors probabjy intervene between hospital rate and 

aotuál rate of illness. A few attests have been made to ascertain true prevalence 

through random sample studies. These are still too small in number, too limited in 

area and too frau曲t with teohnioal problems to warrant generalization. However, 

one can say that althou曲 the evidenoe le incomplete> {versent knowledge does point to 

thet»e being a greater prevalence of psychiatric disorder in sool&X and cultural 

environments that are marked^ disorganized, tban in those «bat are relatively 
i 

organised. ' . 

It raay be concluded, therefore, that faotork promoting tfoolaX disorganization 

BStve an adverse effeot on mental health as we have defined it here. Furthermore it 

is evident that there exists oonsiderftble soolal disorganization around the world In 

bo饱 privileged and underprivileged areas
 л 

Turning now to the advent of atomlo energy, it seems evident that to the extent 

that it is an incrément to a prooess of lnduetxia3JLzation already going on. It oan 

bring an Increase in the already existing рюЫетз of our olvllization» Where social 

adverse effeots may be s.llght and the benefits many, 

a drafffclo alteration In -the-^uality, or a stepping up 

* disorganization is slight, i.ts 

provided it does not introduoe 

of speed of ohange. Economic 

‘heavlljrIndustrialized, atomio 

opinion seems to be that in areas thart are alz*sady 

other energy will enter gradually ae а сошрвпааЧЛоп for 

fuel resources, so that it will'make srtall difference to the social and eooncadct 

structure. 

The case may be different, however, ‘ in areas of low industrialization or limited 
power reeources. Цеге several hazards to mental beal-fclirare^possihie. On the qne 

t
hand there may" effect of too rapid change, already mentioned. №rtenoz*thy^tn 

cormexloo is "the posalhlllt^ of tetíhnologloal uneraployroent as for lnstanoe of 

miners and oil refiners； und'also the fear.of such unemployment. There Is In. 
“ • » 

Addition the possibility of more leisure time than is now known, with attendant 

nrobleras of itf* AiM^eecrt^tDannïaQûlfiuditvOûJLJïo»© ^he 



» 

"educational tod "•cthor; suaah .leá^mJbíH^a^wtH^tftKtniaoolta! 

and personal use, and hence it must be regarded as constituting a mental health , 

hazard, This Is part of the mental health problems of automation, for which Ш) 

"has convened another study group. 

Where exaggerated hopes have been aroused,.there may be disappointment and 

^betuaelonment when nuclear lnet&llatlons do not prove feasible or do not produce 

at once a miracle In the form of a hlghey etandarcl of living. In this aspeot there 

1b perhaps the greatest danger in the social and econeció sptoeres which oan be 

anticipated trem átenle enerar per se « When populaUoDP \mder stweas «nâi J a w r e ^ 

tendency to nurse unreaiîetio hopee, atomio energy my, Isûsêà, be elected ая a 

sj^ibol of salvation. She reperouseic«s from evamtual âiftappottttiaent шу «ма be 

severe and take the form of hostility against the pûpuîAtloiw «ftdch toaw major 

benefits from atomic energy. 

On the other hand, where atotntc energy enters social systems In such a «ay cu» ta 

bring relief from stresses due to low etawîard of living, and does so without also 

bringing the disadvantages of a paoe of social change beyond, the threshold of 

,tolerance, marked benefits to n m t a l heallâi through inç>rovecl social and culiwal 

environment may be expected. iDâeeâ, In some areas of dwindling fuel t^souroee 1% 

may be the means of reversing a disorga«l,'zation trend. ‘ 
• . .i 

In suranary, thç facts lead to the oonclueion that the peaceful uea of 

atomic energy has enormous p'otentl»! for both helpful and harmful effects on the ！ 

social and cultural environment of mankind and hence on mental health. ЖЬе queetion 

of which will predomlmte hinges on the attenUcaa given tcUwniwi fttótore in p l m l a g 
» 

and in development • ， — 



Chapter •>• 

UNHEALTHY EMCfTIOKAL EESPOKSES IMMEDIATELY EROVOKED 
BY THE ADVEOT? OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

In Chapter 3, the discussion has centred around seme of the similarities between 

the introduction of atomic power and the introduction of other forms of technical 

change. There is, however, reason to believe that certain emotional responses are 

provoked Ъу the advent of atomic energy also in a more direct manner and that a good 

deal of these responses fee considered as pathological, These responses, Ш1сЬ 

seem to be due partly to the circumstances in which atomic power has been, introduced, 

and partly to its very nature， constitute perhaps the most important mental health, 

aspect of the peaceful uses of" atcmic energy. 

These unhealthy reactions appear to stem frcm anxiety, anâ from the attonpts 

•which human befegsmake to deal vith anxiety. Thus they i w be manifested in -tóte form 

of irrational fears, irrational hopes, or irrational tendencies to ignore or âeny the 

extraordinary potentialities of atomic power. Among these reactions, the most fréquent 

is undoubtedly irrational fear, anâ this fact is certainly of the greatest Importance 

for any analysis in this fielâ, 

There are, of course, also rational fears
л
 rational optimism, and rational refusal to 

be swept off one's feet. Moreover, rational and irrational reactions will alternate 

and intemingle at the some time in the same person. No analysis can Ъе made, however, 

without a distinction being drawn between these various forms, and therefore it is 

necessary to introduce anâ define at this Juncture some technical terms. 

"Fear" is used in its common everyday meaning of the anticipation of danger or 

evil or damage, of which the inâiviâual is more or less aware. Pear need not neces¿ 

sarily Ъе rational, but it will normally have an object, however poorly defined, 

"Anxiety" is used more in the sense of a state of undefined fear. An object is not 

üeceesarily missing, "but the state of apprehension of the inâiviâual is wider than any 

reason for it in his consciousness, A useful anâ self-descriptive notion is "frète-

floating anxiety". Anxiety that is too great for the individual to tolerate in his 

‘consciousness must Ъе dealt, with somehow: one way is "suppression", when the individi гЛ 

deliberately turns his mind avay frcm contemplation of the anxiety-raising material. 

Thie， in most people, vill lead to a search for distraction^ to keep the mind off the 



anxietyi A more important mechanism for dealing with anxiety, from the point of view 

of this study, is that of "repression". In repression, the offending material is 

excluded frcra the individual's consciousness by a barrier
;
 of which the individual is 

quite unaware. In similar circumstances "displacement" may occur. In displacement, 

the anxiety which Is repressed because it is too powerful to be tolerated in conscious-

xiess, majr Ъесше displaced on to seme other objective which，of course, may have anxiety, 

raising qualities in its own rigjit, but which， on the other hand, may be quite inappro-

priate. A special form of displacement is "rationalization", a mechanism of defence 

whereby apparently reasonable causes are evinced in explanation of irrational feelings. 

Intolerable anxiety may finally be dealt vith by "overccmpensation", This means that 

there тгщг Ъе a false gàiety or metaphorical vhistling to keep up courage. 

I. THE EVIDENCE 

The fieia In which to look for evidence can be áiviaed, in ascending oráer of tech. 

nical involvement vith atomic energy, into the general public, the press, -tíie authori-

ties and the scientists. These four classes of human society are involved in a chain-
/ 

reaction to atomic energy
;
 the mutual repercussions of which form a specialiy 

important field of Study, 

A , The General Friblic 

The general public of the vhole worlâ is a concept so 

generalizations would be of no value, However, the field 

those areas of the vorld vhich have a present concern vith 

bility of Ъесcrating involved in the immediately foreseeable 

narrower areas thus defined there are large sections about vhich little or no information 

is available,, and the area left is still too vast for any attempt to make surveys by 

objective methods, In fact, even in those countries vhere such things are possible, 

there have Ъееп no objective public opinion surveys which throw any clear light on 

piiblic attitudes, An account of the evidence therefore must Ъе on descriptive lines^ 

relying on small population samples, casual conversations, public and private expression 

of feelings and opinions. 

vast that an attempt to make 

can Ъе narrowed somewhat to 

atonic energy, or the possi-

future, Even vithin the 



The first point that stands out clearly is that, all over the vorld so far as" 

information Is available, everything connected with the subject of atcms will provoke 

a reaction, vhich will vary according to the particular circumstances of the people 

concerned, It will also vary between different levels or social groups in the society. 

There are places where a public meeting on a subject connected with atomic energy will 

immediately fill a hall， being the only subject that will do this, but in other places 

there is a seeming apathy on the subject which may amount to an absolute refusal to 

discuss %t at all in public • it is perhaps the latter attitude which is more commonly 

observed» In many countries and at many levels in society, and perhaps especially 

among scientists, including medical men and vanen, there is a feeling that there axe、 

no mental health or even morale aspects to atomic energy. This may in part be an 

aspect of the general distaste for considering psychiatric problems，a, distaste against 

which the mental health aovement ha日 had to struggle for years. 

Evidence about emotlCD£&reactions to atomic matters is
i
 however, frequently found 

in the day-to-day conversation of people, Disagreeable veather is freely blamed on to 

the result of atom bomb tests, failure of the harvest likewise. Fears of the "fall-

out", of the disposal of atomic waste, of the pollution of water and milk supplies, of 

the setting up of biological chain reactions (vheréby radioactive water gets into plants 

which are. eaten Ъу animals vhich are eaten by humans, and so on), fears of sterility or 

of harmful genetic effects are direct expressions of anxiety. These fears conflict 

with many official pronoxmcements put out about risks and safety measures, and the more 

highly educated parts of the populaticm therefore hesitate to speak their minds for fear 

of appearing ridiculous. Direct evidence of anxiety can, however, be found amongst 

than too when it is looked for, 

A,(i) The public attitude towards medically used rsidlati.op ... 

The public attitude towards medically useâ radiation has been coming more and more 

into praainence in those cb\mtries.vhere facilities for medical radiation are highly 

developed, cwing to the spread of knowledge and rumour regarding the existence of 

radiation dangers. For the most part, people are not bothered by the use of X-rays for 

diagnostic purposes, although radiologists are giving attention to the question of ex-

cessive exposures througji unnecessary use of X-rays, It seems likely that the only 

group of patients vho have shovn any concern about X-ray% and on behalf of whcm the 

doctors have been seriously concerned, have been pregnant women. 



Some patients undergoing radiation treatment do show a number of psychological 

and psychosomatic synç)toms. Clinical impressions strongly suggest that much of this 

is due to fear of the disease that is being treated^ for instance
í
 the perhaps dis-

proportionate fear associated with cancer. There is no clear evidence that these 

symptoms can be connected vith. the physiological effects of radiation. Such symptoms 

are generally amenable to careful explanation and preparation of the patient, both for 

accepting the experience of treatment and for coming to terms with.his illness, a 

process which largely depends upon the doctor-patient relationship. Since, however； 

apparently 110 research has "been carried out in regard to these «phenomena, the subject 

remains at the level of uncontrolled clinical impressions. 

In this connexion it is relevant to consider the possibility that some of the 

emotional response to radiation treatment may have been displaced from rear of atomic 

energy, derived in turn from the atomic bomb and its vast powers of destruction. 

Conversely, a conçonent of public fear of atomic energy may be derived from fears of 

radiation treatment, displaced from fear of cancer or tubérculos is
 y
 the tvo diseases 

vhich are most commonly cormected in the public； mind with medical radiation. 

A>(il) Confusion of fears. 

A very striking fact which it would Ъе dangerous to attempt to ignore is that the 

emotions roused in the public by the peaceful uses of atomic energy cannot Ъе separated 

from fear and anxiety stemming from the nuclear bomb • In the context of a mental 

health study, it is essential to consider this confus ion of fears from the outset, 

whatever distinctions оце may make otherwise• 

An impressive example in this respect vas found in a review of the letters reaching 

the editor of a popular London national daily newspaper during the months of March and 
1 

Aprilj 1957 • The actual volume of correspondence was small, and even at a time when 

nuclear weapons figured largely in the news, it did not exceed about 6 per cent. of the 

total-letters received for two or three days
 r
 and then died down to odd arigry letters • 

1 
The Study Group is greatly indebted to the Editor of the newspaper concerned 

for so kindly supplying this information. 



But fear of atonic explosions permeated all the letters. Very few correspondents re-

ferred specifically to any peaceful use of atcmic energy. Occasionally a, letter would 

refer to benefits to Ъе expected f r m medical uses, and o-üiers vere in a questioning 

mood as to whether the risks run make it worth while. 

It may Ъе objected, vith some reason^ that a sample of letters taken frcm the post-

bag of a popular daily newspaper will be heavily biased tcwarâs the less responsible 

and less emotionally veil-balanced sections of the population. However, there can Ъе 

no reasonable doubt that for a very big proportion of mankind, thinking and talking 

about atomic energy immediately bring up thoughts and fantasies about the dangers of 

nuclear bacibs which are so widely ptflilicized. 

Personal enquiries in many q.uo3rters show that fear is not the only reaction met 

vith in the public, Occasicmlly one also encounters a pooh-poohing of the situation, 

or making fun of it. But what is found with particular frequency is a sense of con-

fusion, and mistrust of the sources of information. Many people point out that there 

have been repeated reassuring assertions by atomic experts which have then been contra-

dicted by other atomic experts or by later events. Others feel that there is a limited 

margin .of safety in radiation security, and fear that this is being squan<3ereâ Ъу per-

sons who âo not know what they are about. Doubts in respect of the fate of children, 

of "generations yet uriborn", are particularly marked and are found all over the vorld. 

On the other hand,there are max^-vUno pass from confusion and mistrust to apathy, but this 

latter process sometimes blocks the processes of thought. 

In a report supplied by the Director of the Medical Division of Atcmic Energy of 

Canada Limited, it is pointed out that in that country "a good many people consider 

anything connected vith atomic energy to be something that can well Ъе, and probably is, 

extremely dangerous
1

'. The report continues： "A large segment of the public appears to 

Ъе fully convinced that it will be quite unable to understand the simple fundamental 

principles of atomic energy", It might veil be that eome aaotional cause may be 

preventing them from even making an attempt. 

In an American Institute of Public Opinion Survey, February .1956， about half of the 

sojaple interviewed vere unable to say anything in answer to the question： "Do you know 

of any uses of atcmic energy other than far war purposes?"• 



However； it would Ъе unjust to imply that interference with thought is solely 

caused Ъу anxiety about the consequences of explosions. Many people have a deep sense 

of moral Involvement and guilt vith regard to the possession of nucleax weapons, and 

this, as well as anxiety, cctaplicates attitudes with regard to atomic energy, 

In short； whether the result be general anxiety
;
 specific fear； denial., humour

; 

conf-usion, or "blockage of thought • or a balanced and rational grasp of the situation, 

the subject of atomic energy never fails to make people react« 

A.(iii) Clinical Psychiatric ETldegoe, 

An enquiry into Vhat was thought might turn out to be a hidden reservoir of anxiety 

in the population gave a surprisingly blank result. It has been the experience in 

psychiatry that a series of “influences"- ranging from hypnotism through various forms 

of mechanical power to electricity, radio and so on - have been incorporated into the 

delusional systems of psychotic patients, usually with a strong fear content. Canvassir^ 

psychiatrists in some eight countries gave the result that, Ъу and large, references to 

atomic energy (except for an occasional reference to fears of atom, bomb explosions) are 

absent from the expressed content of psychiatric patients, whether psychotic or psycho-

neurotic . This general picture vas confirmed by the experience of members of the Study-

Group , One psychiatrist wrote; "If atonic energy had been incorporated into the 

âelusional systems of our patients at the same rate as radar^ it would Ъе very evident 

by now", The meaning of this firming is deserving of research attention. Possibly
; 

childhQOd experience might be an influence on the particular content of adult delusions, 

and enquiries might profitably Ъе directed to Japan, vhere there has Ъееп the longest 

and most vivid public awareness of the whole subject, 

B« The Press 

One place in which to look for information regarding public attitudes is obviously 

the Press. Newspapers in general occupy an intermediate position between the general 

public on the one hand and authorities on the other. They are perhaps still the most 

Important medium for communication between the two parties • inasmuch ав journalists 

e m e frail the .general public, they might be regarded as embodying the latter's attitude 

to the great questions of the day. However, there is evidence that they are also used 

Ъу .governments for the informing of the public and in m a n y instances for their 



influencing and^ more rarely, educating. As a guide to what the public is thinking 

and feeling
;
 newspapers are, therefore^ rather uncertain, but as they have a continuing 

relationship to build up and maintain with their readers they certainly reflect some 

aspect of public opinion• 

Some findings of an enquiry into Press attitudes towards atomic energy are set 

out in Appendix I. From the incomplete nature of the sample, only very modest con-

cilie ions can be drawn, and such conclusions must be supplemented with the accumulated 

experience of individuals• Obviously^ atomic energy matters have to compete with all 

other news items for a place on the printed page
 t
 Equally obviously^ editors have 

many interests to serve and many factors to consider, vhich are quite outside the scope 

of the present study. In general, journalists will make the claim that they give the 

public what it wants
 л
 that it is the headers who determine how the space in the paper 

shall Ъе split up, where the emphasis shall be placed and so on. 

However； there were some suggestive findings. First, there vere 504 press 

cuttings from 51 countries supplied Ъу the WHO press cutting agency for the years 

1955-1956. A first point of interest in respect of this material is that during the 

period stated, atomic energy was Ъу far the most widely covered subject in the whole 

field of WHO press cuttings. Secondly, there vas such a degree of uniformity over the 

vorld，that it could be concluded that not only did the journalists follow the official 

press releases faithfully^ but there vas a remarkable sameness about their selection of 

aspects for emphasis. Thirdly
;
 the volume cf conment on the dangers of atomic energy 

and anxieties arising therefrom was roughly about five times as great as comment on 

benefits from and constructive uses of atomic energy. Fourthly, there vas a tendency 

for selection of the more alarming aspects, often without inclusion of the qualifications 

set out in press releases, and for printing the material under scare headlines. 

"RADIOACTIVE DAKGER TO WATER AHD FOOD SUPPLUS" ； and "DANGER TO GENERATIONS YET UNBORN" 

were examples • 

Observations cil a popular illustrated daily newspaper of mass circulation showed 

thatj Ъу and large，the attention paid to atomic energy matters^ as judged by column 

space^ was very slight indeed^ and intermittent. The general tone of reporting vas 

sober and balanced, but the effect of this vas negatived to a great extent by the u s’ 

of rather sensational banner headlines, which also gave a false impression of the amount 

of attention actually devoted to the subject by the newspaper. 



In two other daily newspapers； ca ering for a more highly educated public^ the 

amount of space given over to atonic ex,ergy matters vas surprisingly large， in one case 

amounting to an average daily wordage с ' about 1500 vords over a period of five months • 
« . . ‘ . 

In this paper the proportion of attenti »n given to dangers and warnings was about two 

and a half times that given to construe ive aspects, but in the other papers and jour-

nals studied^ the proportions (rere near- r parity. 

In attempting to survey newspaper attitudes, the specific concern has been with 

practices and conditions which may have adverse effects on public morale алй mental 

health, and which may reflect undesirable emotional spates on the part of the jour-

nalists themselves
 e
 It would only Ъе fair to the profession of journalism to state 

that all the evidence points to the conclusion that
;
 on the whole^ the work and the 

attitudes of journalists vitli regard to atomic energy are constructive
#
 At leasts therjp 

is no evidence in tiie actual subject matter pixblished of the irresponsibility and lack 

of integrity vith which journalists are frequently charged
 #
 There are，however

;
 also 

certain disad^ntageous aspects to which attention should be drawn. 

A notable feature is the headline, Although the actual content of a "feature" or 

"story" in the popular press is usually accurate, veil-planned and sober, the readers
1 

attention is frequently caught Ъу "scare" headlines. For example, one article was 

published with the intention of reassuring the public about radiation hazards； it had 

"been carefully worked out, and submitted to nuclear scientists for approval^, but it ap-

peared under the banner s "ATOMIC SUICIDE". It can be said in general that, as far as Un-

popular press is concerned, the reading.jof^pgw^pa^eoiJieafil ine.R-^only^ and not the rele. 

van-t~ articles or ner&fs—stories^ -vULL give a totally false sense of balance on almost any 

topic。 In particular^ the "scare" headline appears more frequently in the popular 

press than in the papers aimed at a more educated readership. 

The tacit newspaper principle that "bad news is good news" has implications for 

mental health and morale that are worthy of sorious attention. It is noteworthy that. 

In the above quoted sample, the letters vhich reached the editor of the popular daily 

newspaper (and this seems to be a general experience) were in marked contrast with the 

actual articles appearing in the paper. Hove ver
 ;
 in reflecting disturbed and irrational Í2£c[ 

feelings, the letters shovred no contrast with the message of the headlines. 
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The evidence of the headline throws emphasis upon the very special position of 

responsibility occupied Ъу journalists, standing as they do between events and the public, 

and between the public and the authorities and scientists. Journalists are the pur-

veyors of news and, thus, are potentially the creators of attitudes； there is also the 

possibility that they can Bfe the creators of news, or, at least, of significant changes 

in nevs. 

At the same time, it should be recognized that newspapers are not primarily con-

cerned with sustained public education. As they see it, their Jdb is to collect, 

formulate and distribute information of a type that will interest the public, Moreover； 

the staff of a large journal comprises a cross-section Htely to shew all the different 

sentiments with regard to atomic energy that are shown Ъу the public. Thus there will 

Ъе realism, but there will also Ъе fear, confusion, anger, apathy, repression anfl turn-. 

ing to psychological substitutes, Most journalists lack training in scientific sub-

, jects and ways of thought, and many shew something of an anti-scientific bias, There 

is evidence of vacillation and inconsistencys at one time a very careful Job of report-

ing will bç done vith all due regará to verification Ъу informed people； at other timgs, 

a news item coming in from a distance will be taken without critical evaluation ae to 

source or siibstance. Scmetimes such items vill carry unwarranted and frightening Im-

plications that are contrary to other articles in the same Journal. One newspaper 

in the series stuâied had clearly aone a consistent and excellent job of informing the 

public in an area close to atcmic energy installations, It might Ъе that a stidy of 

hew and vhy such a good job is done, and some evaluation of the results, wouiâ prove 

rewarding. 

C, Pxiblic Attitudes to Atcmic Establishments 

Following upon a discussion of the rôle of the Press, it is logical to return to 

discuss more specifically the attitude of the public to the siting of reactors in their 
I • 

midst. Broadly speaking, the public attitude can Ъе communicated to the authoritieè 

only through the medium of the Press, anâ it will be formed mainly from, the published 

news » 

With regard to the hazards presented by atcmic energy installations it сап Ъе said 

that, except in the case of developmental installations, which are usually regarded as 

involving some potential risk of accident, plants concerned with routine power production 



appear to carry no more risk to the surrounding.population than many other industrial 

Installations such as oil refineries and coal-burning factories. From the point of 

view of existing risk it seems that they could well Ъе located in populated areas, if 

proper in terms of other considerations such as the Industrial need for power, the cost 

of the site, etc. However,, there has been a general tendency to locate them in 

sparsely populated areas, sonfâwhat remote from large population centres, One factor 

in determining this remote siting of atomic energy plants has Ъееп that knowledge of 

the safety factors has only emerged gradually. The early plans, which are those that 

are being brought into operation now, have been exceedingly conservative in the matter 

of risk. It will Ъе for later consideration vhether there may Ъе a critical point in 

public attitude where a policy of siting pleats remotely will tend to augment rather 

than diminish public anxiety. 

At the present time, the genetic hazard remains the greatest unknown^ and public 

statements have en^hasized that any radiation is ЪвЛ from this point of view. Never-

theless ,such a danger is only one among иапу that are part of living, and it is not 

thought that the general working of atomic energy plants in an urban location could 

produce a rate of mutational change that is. at all comparable to that now produced, for 

example, Ъу X-ray diagnosis In a country vith advanced medical facilities. It should 

Ъв said in this connexion that there is an important mental health point in the way the 

facts about genetic hazards appear to the public. Although even the most pessimistic 

assumptions Ъу geneticists seem to point to a somewhat negligible risk, there is a range 

of opinion among them as to the establishing of any kind of critical level above which 

danger may Ъе thought to be present. As a consequence of this vacillation contradictory 

statements are likely to continue to appear. This is to be deplored as most people 

are willing to accept risks as part of life, but it is very Important for them to know 

vhat the risks, are. 

It is clear that an attempt to locate a nuclear reactor of any kind near a centre 

of population will almost always provoke strong negative response locally. An exception 

to this has been in Switzerland where the people of one neighbourhood were given the 

opportunity to become well-informed, to discuss the dangers of the installation with 

the scientists concerned, and ultimately to maké the decision themselves. The 

amount and way of expression of the resistance takes varied forms. For example， in 

japan there has been marked publicly expressed Refusal, but in Canada there was 110 



resistance to the location of the plantât a distance of 125 miles from the nearest 

centre of population. In Great Britain there have been many objections, but these have 

tended to Ъе expressed indirectly. In Prance, there was one example of a flat refusal 

Ъу the local Commune concerned to allow housing to Ъе provided for the workers of a 

new atomic energy installation. 

Something can be learned about the underlying real situation Ъу looking below the 

surface of the normal procedure adopted in the United Kingdom for the establishment of 

new atcmic energy installations. The United Kingaora is a very densely populated, 

highly industrialized country, of comparatively small area. There is a serious .and 

relatively increasing shortage of hcme-produced power for industrial anâ dcmnestic иве« 

The responsible citiien has cane to accept that It is a national priority to press on 

with the development of atomic energy resources, He has also ‘had the recent experience 

of World War II and its aftermath in becoming acc\istomed to hie plain duty to suffer 

personal inconvenience, such as the ccmpulsory purchase of his land for the sake of 

"vork of national importance", and to put up with the level of financial compensation 

allowed. There have also been many public pronouncement s, backeâ up Ъу statistics 

about which he can exert no independent Judgement, that atomic energy projects entail 

no risk to local populations. 

In a densely populated country where remoteness is valued for its cwn sake, a 

policy of locating atomic energy plants in remote locations is boimd to stir up ^ide. oppc-

eition whenever sane favoured beauty spot is "threatened" , There have been several in-. 

stances vhere preliminary canvassing of a ócheme has provoked 8uch Immediate resistance . 

of this type.that the plan coula get no further. However, vhen-some less popular . 

location is selected and plans are promulgated, a Tribunal is eventually convened to 

consider objections, 

At the Tribunal, the local objectors иау find themselves fighting against the in-, 

terests of a large manufacturing town in the same region, but perhaps 20 miles avay/ 

but they vlll generally enlist almost nation-wide vocal support on what may appear to 

Ъе the most trivial and unweighty grounds, as compared with the national ïntérèst, This 

has led to the conclusion in воюе circles that there is no opposition anâ nó real fear • 

aroused by such proposals. Yet the facts can be interpreted otherwise, 



Because it has been officially established and supported by scientific evidence 

that atcmic energy installations are safe and incur no local risk, the Tribunal cannot 

accept an assertion Ъу a local resident that the plant vill Ъе a danger to the neigh-

botirhood
 e
 Nor can the basis of an objection be financial los8

;
 because of provisions 

for financial compensation
#
 Therefore， objections can only be expressed indirectly^ 

and they usually appear as concern for spoiling the natural beauty, or else the 

amenities； and they may appear trivial and to be expressed vith âisproportionate 

emotion, and often Ъу people vho havq no immediate connexion with the district» Yet 

because fear is not mentioned， anâ equally because the objections raised appear trivial， 

even irresponsible^ it must not be assumed that the fear does not exist； indeed^ the 

strength of the feeling usually displayed anâ the apparent irresponsibility may justify 

the inference that a mechanism of displacement ie present» In other vords^ this is ал 

example of the strong tendency for fear which is denied direct expression to be dis-

placed on to other agencies and, possibly, to become attached to something that ie 

manifestly inappropriate or irrational. 

Ал epiôode in Southern Germany during the summer of 1957^ vhen farmers became 

alaiîned about radioactivity in their asparagus
;
 could Ъе considered as a classical 

example of displacement, of a substitute reason being advanced for an anxiety that had 

much deeper psychological implications
 t
 Another episode in England, as reported in the 

Times, during the height of the public anxiety over the Windscale reactor accident of 

October 1957/ equally demonstrated âisplacemeirt
 #
 At another proposed reactor site, 

вше 500 miles avay, consisting of a large tract of low-lying, uncultivated heathland^ 

public objections that had quietened down vere suddenly reactivated， ostensibly Ъу a 

rumour that the maximim height of the buildings vould Ъе 80 feet, and not 紅0 feet as 

agreed at the Tribunal. This change in plan, the renewed objections asserted^ vas 

disastrous and another example of the deceitfulness of the "Authorities"； it would 

entirely ruin the appearance of the countryside for many miles around. The fact that 

àll knowledge of any change vas denied by the appropriate authority a few days later 

merely adds point to the illustration. It would be difficult to avoid the conclusion 

that the main source both of the гшюгдг anâ of its rationalization was displaced 

anxiety over the Windscale incident
 # 



.No.account of public reactions to atomic energy can Ъе completed on a basis of 

fears and hostilities alone. In spite of the sociological problems of a vorld in 

transition and thé unfavourable circumstances under which radiation energy made its 

first appearance, atomic power has been presented as one of the great hopes of Mankind. 

Available evidence, however, does not give a clear lead to public opinion. It might 

be safe to generalize that an almost negligible proportion of the general public has 

any real sense that atomic power will make much difference to Individual lives within 

the immediately foreseeable future. Even in the United Kingdom, where the Government's 

published plans show the intention of supplying an important proportion of the nation's 

present electricity needs from atom sources Ъу 1965, there does not appear to be any-

real public grasp of the implications of this plan. An American Gallup Poll in 

РеЪгиогу 1956 obtained a 66 per cent, positive reply to the question: "Do you think 

any industries in this State vill be using atomic energy in the next ten years?". 

Twenty-three per cent. did not know. Further away from the concrete production 

possibilities of atomic energy, that is to say in the less developed parts of the world, 

it could Ъе expected that there would be still less enthusiasm and less knowledge about 

the vhole affair. On the other hand, the speeches of certain political leaders from 

such areas often reflect an understandable tendency to hold up atomic energy as a means 

and a vay of becoming on a par with the more highly industrialized countries； and from, 

the prevalence of such utterances it may be inferred that there is a greater tendency 

to indulge in ипгеавсяааЫе hopes among peoples who are further away from the concrete 

possibilities. Unfortunately, theoretical considerations imply that the peaceful uses 

of atomic energy and its accompanying industrial technology may tend to widen rather thai 

narrow the present gap in terms of standards of life, and so on, between the more highly 

and "tîje .less highly developed countrieB. This last consideration may Ъе counted as one 

of the great rational and justified fears that are entertained about atomic energy, by 

internationally-minded people vith a concern for the welfare of humanity as a whole. 

D . Authorities 

Under the general heading "Authorities" are included, broadly speaking； those who 

exercise government and political leadership. The position of governments and of 

government officials, to say nothing of those who are aspiring to enter the government 

of their country at some time in the future^ is dependent on the one hand on public 



attitudes and needs, and on the other hanâ on scientists. As both of these latter show 

extraordinary degrees of variation according to specific local situations^ and complexity 

according to degree of personal technical involvement, a proper discussion of the 

position of the Authorities can only be undertaken after a more complete analysis of 

the situation, in which all parties are involved, However^ at this pointy it will Ъе 

timely to make some observations about the position of authorities in general• 

It has been impossible to undertake any objective or quantitative review of the 

position, but a good deal сап Ъе said from general studies. It is quite clear, for 

example， that the position of the authorities is a very dependent one. On the one 

hand, authorities depend upon pùblic opinion and popular attitudes for iiieir support, 
‘ i 

yet authorities are burdened with- the responsibility of helping to form алй guide the 

attitudes on vhich they are themselves dependent, and in which, as members of the public 

themselves, they vill also partake. On the other hanâ, in another very real sense, 

they are entirely dependent on the scientists, vhose activities moreover they have to 

control in some vay, in the pviblic interest. 

There is nothing in the position of authorities in respect of atomic energy that 

is not common, to some extent, to their position in respect of all forms of social and 

'technical change. But partly because of the extremely rapiâ rate of change, partly 

because of the very recondite nature of much of the scientific knowledge upon which all 

progress in the atomic field is based, but perhaps mainly on account of the mysterious 

and intangible nature of atomic power, it voulâ appear that the difficulties facing the 

Authorities are greater in this direction. At least the total situation is more con-

fused . 

It is clear that in all the countries in vhich atomic energy is an active and 

growing concern, there is considerable vacillation and lack of guiding principles among 

the authorities on hew to handle the situation. This applies equally to policies of 

handling information and public education in their own countries, attitudes to risks 

and dangers, and attitudes to international co-operation. 

It cannot Ъе denied, and this fact' must be faced, that the authorities, like the 

general public, do not always show ability to make a clear distinction between the war-

like and the peaceful uses of atomic eneiQr. One reason for this has been already described 

in the circumstances of introduction of atomic power to the public„ In addition the 



fact must Ъе taken into consideration that the scientific processes involved in the 

warlike and the peaceful uses of the atom are indistinguishable to the non-scientific 

mind, and to the scientifically educated person it is clear that many of the basic 

processes can be used equally for both aspects, Over the military aspects of the 

subject, a cloak of security precautions has been throvrn in all countries. It is 

no matter for surprise therefore that sone of this security attitude of mind will spill 

over on to the more strictly peaceful uses of atomic energy. It is virtually Impos-

sible, for the authorities as well as for the general public, to knew where to draw the 

line, Ncwhere is this difficulty more obvious and toore potentially Managing than In 

the field of international co-operation. And in this aspect, another factor enters, 

What has been referred to above as "the great hope of Mankind", namely developaent of 

atomic energy for the good of all peoples, tends to become involved as a factor in the 

age-old political principle of negotiation from strength, Atomic energy is seen as an 

important bastion of economic power, vhich again is one of the mainsprings of political 

power. An Illustration of this was seen in a well-known newspaper during October 1957 

(identifying details have been withheld, not because there can be any objection to 

publicising vhat has .appeared in a newspaper of wide international circulation, but 

because it would Ъе quite invidious to quote an incident affecting two nations that, 

as the world » s press shows, could easily have happened in any of, perhaps, ten or fifteen 

nations). A political leader in one of the leading atomic energy countries， while a 

manber of an official governmental commission, had toured the atomic installations of 

a number' of other nations, On return he vrote a long article in one of his country's 

leading newspapers in which he remarked that one of the countries visited hacl âetermined 

to beat his cwn country in atomic power. He aâdeâ： "I think the challenge is grim". 

So much for a general statement on the position of authorities, The matter will 

be taken up again below after a further analysis has been raade of some of the. psycho-

logical factors underlying the complexly interdependent situation iti vhich the public, 

the press, the authorities anù the scientists find themselves. In respect of the com-
» . 

plexity of the relationship that exists between the different Sectors, the reactor 

accident vhich occurred in the United Kingdcm on 10 October 1957 at the Windscale 

plutonium producing plant received great publicity in the press of the world. 



\ 

Е. The Personnel of Atomic Establishments 

According to the available infornation, the personnel of atomic establishments shew 

little, If any, obvious psychological or morale difficulties. Their situation seems 

to be much the same as that found in other industrial enterprises of comparable size 

and technical complexity. In some instances, the general level of morale is stated to 

Ъе above average, and it may Ъе that the extraordinarily good industrial accident record 

vhich characterizes atomic plants, caiibined with the very highly developed medical ser-

vices anâ medical protection arrangements, help morale. In the last connexion, however, 

the question vhich has Ъееп raised in relation to protection of the ртЛИс may well 

apply to medical protection of atomic personnel also, as to vhether there may be a point 

of elaboration beyonâ vhich safety precautions tend to increase, rather than allay, 

anxiety. 

The information indicates that the people vho are best equipped with technical 

knowledge and particularly those who have close proximity and. contact with the 

atomic processes are generally quite rational about their position, and show no evidence 

of anxietyj while those vho are less familiar, such as clerks in the administrative 

office, or families in the town, will give some evidence of worry and concern. As the 

report from Atomic Energy of Canada Limited puts it, in connexion vith one of the most 

persistent popular ideas about nuclear energy? "Nothing is jjmagineâ by onployees re-

lative to the effect of radiation on the birth-rate• much is imagined by non-employees 

vho knew little or nothing about Deep River." 

One point of a troublesome character, sometimes noted among a minority of workers 

in nuclear installations, is a tendency to neglect or to refuse to take safety pre-

cautions , This has Ъееп particularly noted in one instance of young university post-

graduates coming in contact, at a technical level, with nuclear energy work for the 

first time. In general, it secáis that this tendency is related to certain characteris-

tics of the noxious agent to which reference will Ъе me.de again below, namely its pain-

lessness and its invisible character, and the fact that its effects axe not immediately 

evident. But there may also be ал element of overootnpensated fear in such behaviour, 

Despite the generally good reports on .the morale and mental health of atomic plant 

personnel， it must Ъе recorded that no adequate sociological or psychological studies 

on this matter - are available. There is a need to examine the matter objectively Ъу 



reliable techniques in ал attempt to find out whether anxieties are present in covert 

forme
;
 particularly in tiie behaviour of workers outside the plant and in that of thejr 

families ‘， 

• : .. . \ . . . 

F
e
 Baáiologists and Atomic Scientists 

There is 110 -direct evidence- frcm the available information of ахзу distxirbance on 
‘ \ . 

the part of radiologists anrl atomic scientists that can： be traced to the technical 
, ‘ \ 

problems of their .field „ There is б me indirect eviâe—e, however ̂ of a tendency among 
• • ' • ‘

 ；

 д 
them to dismiss human relations and psychological problems as not worthy of scientific 

inquiry,, For example^ a suwsy vas made of the International Bibliography of Atomic 

Energy published Ъу the Atomic Energy Coamission Group (USA) in 19^9, 195° aaâ 1955» 

It was found that out of h2 058 listed titles， tlie overfeelming proportion (96„5 per 

cent,) of references vere in the fielâ of nuclear physical chemistry, as migiit Ъе 

pected. There were no references to the applicnti on of atomic energy to the tihole field 

of psychological, m e d i c a n a there was nothing published about radiation hazards to 

mental, health„ There were three references to pcssib3.e dangers to. heredity, 5e5 per 

cent, of the геГсгепсез were listed шк!ег the general hea/irig; "Political, Economic and 

Social Aspects" comprising items in all
e
 There was one general article eutitleâ 

"Mental Hygiene in tlie Atonic Age", piblished in l^bôj, anâ seven references to same 

aspect of problems of morale in relation to ni¿clear -уеаропз
e
 Among all the "Social 

Aspects" references thsre appealed to Ъе a total absence of a psychologically-informed 

approach to the question of the peaceful use of atomic .energy。 only conclusion 

vhich could Ъе flrawn from the evidence was that, up to ^353 at least, nothing had teen 

noted by scientists about the mental hsslth aspects of tbs peaceful uses of atomic energy, 
… - ‘ ‘ ‘ \ 

Much tfc.e соле appears to Ъе the case in the шеЗхса!¡literature referring to the 

medical v.ses of ionizing radiation, There eyiclantly hasl been a complete absence of 

scientific inquiry into the psychological aspect 0 of the ¡stib^ect, and this applies even 

to studies .of'radiation'sickness
 s
 Personal communications have ratified this fincling； 

for it is often boldly ntated Ъу medical specialists in this field that there are no 

mental hee,ith in this respect； or alterna,tiveij^ that the subject is far too 

new for eviâerux： to have accianulate^ and which could Ъе studied, It is also frequently 

stated tha^techniques do not exist viiich. can make, such a study possible
c
 While such 



attitudes have been prevalent among many groups of professional people long before the 

advent of atomic energy, and therefore cannot Ъе, strictly speaking, ascribed to the 

effects of atcmic energy, it seems reasonable to suppose that in this field, too, there 

is ал element of repression unaerlying the attitude of scientists, incluâing medical 

scientists
t 

At all events, the extraordinary fact remains that there is an extrañe paucity of 

research on the subject^ either in atomic installations, or with patients and doctors 

where ionizing therapy is employed. So far almost nothing has been done to explore th 

character of the psychological and interpersonal factors that may Ъе involved. 

In respect of atomic scientists and radiologists and their collaborators, there ia 

evidence that the people with the most knowledge of the hazards involved have generally 

the greatest sense of control over the situation and the least evidence of anxiety. 

There are, however, indications that many of the top-ranking at cm scientists have a 

marked sense of guilt, because their researches contribute to the design and âevelopmen 

of nuclear weapons• 

II • ANALYSIS 

• ： 

Having lxtóicateá the evidence of abnormal emotional respoiifees to atomic power 

among the public, the press, the authorities and scientists, or indicated vhere it may 

Ъе fouüd, an analysis must now Ъе undertaken o£ the motivation of such abnormal res-

ponses . In a general discussion of the background, it vas suggested that whereas 

rational fear, optimism and caution were present in the minds of people towards atomic 

power, there was also ample evidence of the existence of unreasonable fear and unrea-

sonable hopes, and many of these have been referred to. It is possible now to go 

further in examination of the subject and note that there are certain circumstances 

connected with the production of atomic pcwer, and with its introduction to humanity 

which, in themselves, tend to prouUce anxiety. There are also certain qualities in-

herent in and peculiar to atomic Dcwer vhich, likewise, will produce anxiety in mankind 

Next, the whole subject must Ъе studied against a vorld-vide sociological background, 

some aspects of vhich have been briefly described in Chapter 3» "The Social-Economic 

Impact and Mental Health". 



A
e
 The Anxiety-producing Circumstances of Atomic Energy 

t 

An important and all-pervading factor in the general sociological background to 

the introduction of atonic energy has been the vorlá-wide trend towards Becularization. 

and disruption of existing spiritual life, anâ alteration of accepted spiritual values, 

with attendant changes in family anâ community life anâ structure. 

Although the matter must be considered in a universal context, it is Impossible to 

generalize about the whole world• and the following observations can therefore be . 

applied only to those societies that are concerned with atomic energy, either in terms 

of developing it thanselves or vith hopes of taking part themselves； within the foro-

вееаЫе future
#
 This section of humanity corresponds, broaâly speaking, wi-tti that 

vhich is taking part in the international life of the modern world> and of this section 

it may Ъе said that, at the time of the advent of atomic energy, it vas already filled 

with many anâ great difficulties. It cannot be âoubted that widespread among oeople 

is a sense of disorientation in regard to atomic energy matters, but far.more damaging 

is a general mistrtust of l^ormation souaraes. There have Ъ在en many coatrlbutore. to this 

last, but prominent among them have been the nevs bulletins of in̂ o World Wars, the 

effects of psychological warfare, and political propaganda, A notorious example was 

the naming of a government propaganda department "The Ministry of Pxiblic Enlifiiatenment". 

There have been many satirical books, films, cartoons and atíecáctes about the untrust-

vorthiness of information coming from official sources, In the minds of many* people 

the vord "propaganâa" has a disreputable meaning equivalent to "lies told to serve an 

end". Commercial advertising has done much to spread distrust of the written a»d 

spoken word. But what is much more serious still, in respect of pyiblic attitudes 

to atomic power, is the widespreckd publicising of mistrust and disagreements among 

scientists, not only in connexion vith nuclear energy, but also in other matters as, 
X 

for example, the poliomyelitis vaccine, or the carcinogenic effects of tobacco. 
‘ 

It should be noted that the report of a Stttâjr Group concerned with aspects of 
mental health vill Ъе Ъу no means free frœi the general suspicion which new attachée to 
scientific sources, The known association of psychology, medical anâ otherwise, with 
so-colleâ psychological warfare, propaganda and advertising, and suspicions attaching 
to the profession from such techniques as "brain-washing", have had a remarkedly harm-
ful effect on the reputation of the mental health workers in particular, in addition 
to the inherently anxiety-producing aspects of their professional duty of dealing with 
mental disturbances and disorders. 
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A section of public opinion has always had and apparently still places confidence 

in authoritative pronouncements, whether moâe Ъу scientists or others, but this fact 

will опЗ̂- serve to emjihasize the deep division within the public mind. As for the 

scientists thmselves, if it Ъе possible to speak of such a heterogeneous group in any 

generic sense, it might Ъе eaid that they displayed a great âeal of confidence in science 

at the enâ of the nineteenth century， but there has been a progressive undermining of 

this position in the twentieth century» In this connexion a distinction should be made 

between scientific method and scientific pronouncements. It is probably true that 

scientists have tended to increase their confidence in scientific method, and with them 

seme of the public too* There is, however, a general aistrust of scientific dicta. 

This mistrust is expressed often in deliberately unscientific or anti-scientific atti-

tttíes on the part of the general public, 

Other factors vhich have contributea a âistm'blng backgróíma to the eaergence of 

atomic energy inclufle science fietionj literature vhich from as long ago as the early 

1920»s, and no doubt influenced Ъу the experience of World War I, has steadily stressed 

•ttie horrors of scientific power, a notable example of this was the "âeath ray", which 

vas the classical fantasy of horror fiction of a generation ago. A whole generation 

has been brou^at up, .particularly in North America, but also in other countries, on 

fiction of the "Supennan" type. In this there is the fantasy of a hunian being who can 

rise superior to the horrors of science and protect humanity
;
 "Superman" takes charge 

of events and acts. But in real life, vhen scientific developnents take a course, which 

is deemed to Ъе threatening or potentially catastrophic, no "Superman" arises to take 

charge. 

Tttrning to yet another aspect of the subject^-a new factor in the psyci»logioal 

situation of the worlâ today is a growing realizatitai iüiat the nations have lost the 

traditional sources of their security. Far as this may appear to be from the subject 

in hand, it nevertheless cannot Ъе left out of any balancea aiscussion, The essential 

point to note here ie that nowadays armies^ navies, geographical isolation and ecmanic 

self-sufficiency are no longer protective and, stateâ there is no place to hide, 

îhis loss of-traflitional sources of security is another tremendous source ôf vhat has 

been termed "free floating aaxiety", vhich appears to have become attached to nuclear 
�� ‘ “ 

power. 



T h u S í
 m the modern world, people are becoming aware of being subject to vast and 

dangerous farces, Vhile at the same ttaie they are mystified and filled with uncertainty, 

a situation which is peculiarly prone to set off regressive tendencies ала so lead 

adults to return to less mature ways of thought and feeling. The more childish beliefs 

and fantasies set off will not only constitute poor social and mental health, but will 

defeat their object in the long run. There is some reason to expect that the greater 

the threat, the deeper and more difficult it will Ъе to modify the regression, and 

there can Ъе no threat that is felt to be more dangerous than that which extends into 

the future. People are afraid that the potentially destructive force of the atom may 

affect not only themselves but also their children, aoñ hence there may Ъе a loss of a 

sense of self-perpetiaation, a loss of their futurs in their children。 

In addition to these almost ynvversal reactions that may appear in varying degrees, 

t h
ere are certain specific situations to consider. Many people in government, and many 

elected representatives, now bave a feeling that PaMorats Ъох has been opened, and 

that anything couia happen пш
л
 Combined vith this they may have a sense of guilt for 

waiting ioo long before attempting to control the situation or for not having taken steps 

that still could Ъе taken-. In this respect, it couia Ъе said, for instance, that some 
s 

people 1л the more developed areas seem to fear the economic srnd social shifts алй the 

possibility of loss of present living standards as a consequence of a rapid industria-, 

lization of the developing countries. As yet only seme initial steps have Ъееп taken 

to provide for this evolution and to inform the public about the concrete possibilities； 

and this may reinforce the uneasy sense of undischarged responsibility that some leaders 

may have, and so add to the general reservoir of "free floating anxiety". 

B . The Anxiety-producing Qualities of Atomic Energy 
攀 .. u n l “ - _ I • _ » « — |.lMiri If!-. Hi t. f n - — - М — e . - b . í - - — » » » - ' ® - * ' 1 

Although there are some aspects of the fear of atomic power which appear to Ъе 

equally characteristic of шалу other agents âeemeâ to Ъе noxious, the phenomenon seems 

to have qualities and mysteries vhich are peculiar to itself. Thus, the risk of being 

killed Ъу an automobile, which is immediate and visible, and the danger from tobacco, 

which is delayed, both appear as much more realistic and credible threats than the 

dangers of radiation, yet m&st people continue to drive and smoke without apprehension. 

It has been suggested that the peculiar qualities of radiation are that it is invisible, 

unheard, unsmelt, untasted and unfelt, apparently infinitely powerful, yet springing from 

an almost infinitely small source, and - as far as the individual is concerned -

uncontrollable• 
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Of all these aspects the most terrifying and most characteristic is perhaps that 

of a tranendcms pcwer that may get out of control. Even Einstein p u b l i c g â v e 

utter алее to this thought, which vill be a reminder that scientists are not entirely 

apart frcm the püblic, but are also, as individuals, members of the public, and will 

therefore often share conmon psychological reactions. In the 1920»s • the hey-day of 

the "death ray" period of science fiction, to which allusion has been made there vas г 

widespread terrifying phantasy of the splitting of the atom vhich vouia set off the 

unstoppable nuclear chain reaction that vould go on splitting atoms and so encompass 

the destruction of the universe. 

In the 1950'e, when the feax of the physical chain reaction has been proved grotuiâ. 

lees, the non-scientific public has fostered another fear， the fear of the biological 

chain-reaction. It is, for example, expressed as a fear that fall-out or atomic waste 

may damage algae, which in turn will damage plants, and thus fieh, and thence humans, 

and above all their genes. This is a deeper and more subtle fear them that of the ш-

leashing of energy that might destroy the universe. Ихеге might Ъе something peculiar-

ly horrible in the idea of, for example, the caw, the giver of milk to the children, as 

being a concentrating agent of radioactivity, for It combines the notions of both radio, 

logical and biological perpetuation for human ill. The significance of the almost 

universal grouping together of fall out and atomic vast今 despite their viâely differing 

origins, will not escape the reader. It voulâ Ъе fair to adâ that, from the point of 

viev of the psychiatriet, these fears, hewever rationally they may Ъе attached to known 

biological reactions,can also be considered rationalizations of far deeper fears of 

destruction, 

C . The Analogy of Early CMldhooa 

When the evidence of abnormal emotional response to atcmic energy is checked 

against reality* it is clear that the response ie quite unjustified, both in terms of 

quantity aftd quality. balanced conclusion of a review of present knowledge wonia 

i 
See also (1) The Hazards to Man of Nuclear and Allied Radiation. United Kingdom 

Medical Besearch Council, 1956. (2) The Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation. 
(Summary Report) USA National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, ¡ 
(5) Effect of Hadiation on Human Heredity (WHO Stx»3y Group 1957) 



Ъе, that, even if all the objective evidence be interpreted in the most pessimistic way 

possible, the veight of evidence does not justify anxiety in the present^ anâ only 

vaguely and remotely in the future
 #
 Yet anxiety exists and persists -and to a quite 

extraordinary degree. This can only Ъе accounted for by looking into the psychological 

nature of man himself
 # 

In this respect a technically informed approach must be aâopted
 t
 It is fair to 

say that every human being believes himself to Ъе a psychologist, that is to say he feels 

that he understands mankind and h m a n motives, Yet psychological techniques must Ъе 

learned like any other scientific technique
;
 and the Study Group is convinced that the 

phenomena underlying the conditions that have been noted can only Ъе explored and under-

stood Ъу a proper psychological technique » 

Mention hae been made of the magnitude of atomic power； its aura of mystery and 

magic
;
 ite impereeptîbility

;
 the fact t^at while it affects everyone, the control rests 

in the hands of relatively fev people^ and its almost infinite resource for good or evil
f 

A striking analogy can be dravn between the situation of Man in relation to atomic power, 

anâ that of the very young child first experiencing the worlâ. The proposition will 

Ъе stated here in general terms
д
 but it can also be studied vith profit from a more tech-

nically analytical angle. 

First, semething in this respect can be learned from the "childhood of mankind"; 

in myth, tradition anâ legend there Ъессше embodied ancient， primeval attitudes
#
 The 

psychological experiences of humanity since pre-history are handed doro through hundreds 

of generations and exert their Influence in each ne*w generation as the children grow up 

and absorb the culture in vhich they are reared. 

'Мал
1

 s anxiety about his own search for knowledge anâ for power is reflected almost 

universally in myth and legend
 #
 For example^ in the ancient Greek story of Prcmetheus^ 

who sto^Le fire, the prerogative of the gods, he not only came to understand this pre-

rogatlve^ ' but appropriated it for the use of men. For this act of presiimption he vas 

terribly pxinished
 t
 Panflora wantonly* unleashed forces she could not control; because 

she again tampered vith the prerogative of the gods,"but this being an accidental^ 

innocent action^ mankind vas left witi Hope» However^ vhen Faust evoked the Devil to 

assume the powers of God, there vas nothing accidental about his action and he was in 

consequence dooaed to devastating punishment- Then there is the old human dream of 

alchemy， the search for the philosopher's stone that turns everything to gold, ond which 

might be thought aP as a primeval secularization of ideals
 0 



These, then, are some of the age-old attitudes of Man to the search for power, and 

it appears that there may Ъе some prevalent attitudes of morbid satisfaction even today 

among people vho predict and look for a kind of cosmic revenge on mankind• The asso-

ciation of knowledge with evil anâ punishment exists nowhere more explicitly than in 

the story of the Garden of Eden, but it is found also in many other places, as for in-

stance in an ancient Egyptian saying: "When man learns vhat moves tjhe stars, the Sphinx 

will laugh and life vill Ъе destroyed". 

There can Ъе no âoubt about the universality of this feeling of man's punishment 

for preemption, ana it finds an arresting parallel in that universal experience of all 

mankinâ - being a chiia. Every child is born helpless, and dependent upon powers that 

are, relatively to him, apparently infinite
;
 all-providing^ but unpredictable； and 

capable of giving almost infinite benefits and ultimate destruction. There is ample 

clinical evidence that children who come into conflict with parental power are prone to 

have phantasies of the most destructive kind possible for them (including self-destruc-

tion) .... 

Moreover, every child develops certain natural capacities, including a capacity for 

aggressive action. Aggression, in this context, is being used in a wide anâ general 

sense to denote the natural tendency for Impulses coming frcm within the child to Ъе 

directed outwards into the environment and thus leading to action on the part of the 

chiia to fulfil his needs； to adapt to changing circmstances and to overcome obstacles, 

Aggression in this sense is thus one of the great universal forces of mankind or indi-

viduals, without vhich survival would Ъе inconceivable. However, the individual child 

vho is developing this natuf-al aggressivity must somehow gain control of it, if he is 

not going to be destroyed Ъу it - i.e. if his blind aggression is not going to make 

life Impossible for hlm
B
 The process of gaining this control is long and subject to 

many failures (which anyone who has lived with a young child will discover). Further, 

the greater 1iie degree of control achieved Ъу the child, the greater his confidence and 

feeling of security; but it is the forces that appear uncontrollable that cause the 

deepest anxiety. 

For these two reasons, first, the universal attitude of the human race as shown in 

mythology aná, secondly, the universal individual experience, it is proper to draw an 

analogy between the position of man in relation to nuclear energy and that of the young 



child. It is a vell-knovm psychological phenomenon that certain experiences will 

"trigger off" immature reactions In many adults when they are exposed to actual 

situations which are of a similar type to those of childhood. In this connexion it 

is important to point out that clinical experience shows that of all the infantile 

type situations^ that of the child in his weakness feeling at the mercy of povers 

that appear to him to be omnipotent is the situation that is apt to arouse the most 

intense anxiety. 

The tendency to relapse into more primitive forms of thought and feeling that is 

characteristic of much of the psychological reaction of th© public to nuclear ônergy, 

can be ascribed to a psychological mechanism which is known as "regression" . It is 

with particular frequency attached to important everyday childhood situations such as 

feeding and excretion. Thus, of all the fears rising from radiation， whether it Ъе 

from atomic bomb fall-out or nuclear plant mishap^ it is the danger to food which is 

generally the most upsetting. In the reactor accident at Windscale^ 

it vas the danger to milk supplies that mainly startled the public. As with feeding, 

so vith excretionj public concern with atomic vaste disposal is çuite out of proportion 

to its importance, from which there must Ъе a strong inference that some of the fear 

qf "fall-out" derives from a symbolic assocation between atomic waste and boây waste. 

It is out of this tendency towards regression that the more deeply irrational 

hopes and fears
 :

and•exaggerated emotional responses will grow. 

D• Interaction between Scientists, Authorities and General Public 

During the process of analysing seme of the many factors contributing to 

unreasonable attitudes in the field of atomic energy on tjie part of scientists and 

authorities
}
 it has repeatedly been proved necessary to consider the interactions 

between authoritiesi
;
 scientists ond the general public. This situation may be 

regarded as a coraplicatad triangle of interdependent forces• 



Mention has been made of the sense of undischarged responsibility frcm which many 

political leaders suffer with regard to the urgent problems of the age in which we live. 

More anâ more they recognize the need for major economic and legislative steps such as 

are implied in the charter of the United Nations„ Yet at the same time they may feel 

that they are not active enough but that they tend to put responsibility on the next 

generation, Süch a situation is， however, often a eource of anxiety， bewilderment and 

self-reproach and there is little vonder that same authorities in virtually all parts 

of the world react at times with more or less irrational ideas and inconsistent acts, 

This sometimes takes the form of hostility to atomic energy as the cause of their 

dilemma and the rapidity of the changes vhich have overwhelmed them. Or, again,they 

may deny that others, vhom they may regard as rivals， .possess a certain technological 

efficiency because they cannot Ъеаг to face the consequences
 e 

With regard to science and scientists， the position of the political leader is 

often fraught with additional difficulties. Fev, if any, have a background which 

includes a thorough scientific training, yet they are called upon to face situations 

yhich have been built up little Ъу little tlirough the work of scientists and which re-

quire for decision saae conception as to the ultimate implications of the scientific 

work. An example taken from an entirely different field vould perhaps be the Minister 

of War of a country vho vould Ъе confronted with the decision of âoing away with con-

ventional military forces in order to devote the nationis energies to an adequate de-

velopment of long-range missiles. Such a man could Ъе apt to have all his training tn 

terms of conventional military operations and little knowledge wi协 which to construct 

and consider the alternatives and potentials embraced in a new type of defence. 

Lack of an adequate conceptual background may leaâ to a tendency to make a pro-

grcmmie vithout real plans, and this can lead to tremendous insecurity, In the case of 

opposition parties their leaders may Ъе even more adversely affected； feeling as Шеу 

often âo both cut off frcm reliable and sufficient information and distrustful of the 
- . -

viadcra of the leaders in power„
 t 

Another aspect vhich generates anxiety is uncertainty about vho actually w i e W e 

the power
;
 anâ how. In one sense the political leader has power over the scientist, 

but in another he is âependent on the scientist and hence in his power. In this res-

pect an entirely no?el situation has, indeed^ arisen in many countries of the modern 

vorld. It deserves serious study. 



..,,.^efeaípnce has alreaây^ Ъееп made to the traditional political attitude of "bar-

gaining from- strength", with its ultimate reliance on political, economic and military 

power, , In .every country partaking of international relationships the political leaders 

have alvays Ъееп dependent on the capacity of their own civil servants厂 economists and 

military leaders. Therefore, the dependent position of political leaders Is no new 

phenomenon, and over the centuries every country has devlseá formulae or social insti-

tutions to bring influential people under control. Thus there vill be a strong 

emphasis on discipline, obedience^ loyalty, on a hierarchy of authority vithin both the 

civil and military services which makes the topmost officials subordinate to thr ul-

tlaate ôea% âf «rtfeority ia the state. 

Such discipline and obedience is not just a matter of rules and regulations/ it is 

a total attitude inculcated in the professional mind from the first moment of service. 

This attitude is so deeply ingrained that, as histco-y has shown repeatedly on those 

many occasions vhen either the c±aL service or the military power In a state has abaaâoned 

its habit of dbedience and overthrown the civil power, aMost invariably within a short 

period of time they vill once again take up a eüboráimte position, anâ usually by 

their c«m initiative, 

Hovever, the economist has never been entirely brou^it
 k
 unâer control and the 

uneasy position that economists have often held in relation to authority has fore-

shadowed to a minor extent what is now happening in the case of the scientist. The 

advent of nuclear power has taken the ultimate strength out of the hands of the services 

under political control^ anfl placed it in the heu^s of the 日cieirbist, The scientist is 

a civilian and not in the 

âirect service of the Sto'te, in his rôle of scientist 

otres his first allegiance to scientific truth. No social institutions have been 

developed to hold him inâilriclually in thrall to the civilian power； as a scientist he 

has had no special training in： discipline and obedience. It is not unnatural, there-

fore, that political leaders sometimes develop intense hostility to the scientists eind 

so promulgate unrealistic decisions in attempts to control the scientific situation in 

•the teeth of the scientists. 

The political leaders m y , in fact, be in a constant state of anxiety lest they Ъе 

faced with vhat they will regard as a scientific fait accompli. They have not the 

necessary background, as has been stateâ, to foresee the ultimate Implications of 



scientific vork
e
 As for the general public

;
 it is apt in the' general bewíláél^Éát to 

shov distrust of both parties and to suspect that the political leader instead of being 

the master of the situation is, in fact, caught between the scientists and the next 

election• 

Scientists do not make the task easier when they vacillate between statements 

vhich are limited to their scientific competence and statements which have the mantle 

of science but vhich are actually expressions of value and even policy decision. Some 

pronouncementB which have appeared with regard to the "maximum permissible dose" of 

radiation illustrate this » It has been pointed out that it is the right, even the duty 

of scientists to give an opinion on a scientific matter, but they must do it In a way 

that will avoid any confus ion between facts and judgements on facts• 

In the example of the maximum permissible dose, it vill be the duty of scientists 

to find out and make known what risks the public and the workers in the atomic industries 

will suffer from present and foreseeable plans. They must also describe the probable 

effects of doses of radiation of whatever size, and under whatever circumstances
д
 upon 

workers
;
 the population at large and upon the population of other countries that might 

conceivably Ъе affected. But to indicate a maximum permissible dose is entirely 

another matter. It is doubtful if this is a proper question to put to scientists for 

it appears to the Study Group to be a moral problem of extremely wide and important 

Implications as to what risks and dangers perhaps quite unconnected people may be 

forced to undergo as a result of human actions. 

However, it is evident that authorities
y
 by aoad large, are quite inconsistent in 

their demands upon scientists, sometimes asking for fact and sometimes ardently seeking 

opinion. For this and other reasons scientists are frequently driven into groups in 

vhich opinions conflict with reference to the same data, as for instance between 

physicists on the one hand and geneticists and other biologists on the other. Moreover； 

scientists are sometimes moved Ъу very strong pressure from the public and from 

authorities to commit themselves with regard to the significance of their findings 

before they have had a chance to think through the implications and define the limits 

of their knowledge. Very often they are led to spend a great dea、of time trying to 

formulate express ions of opinion about their findings
 y
 time which is badly needed for 

further research into meaning• This kind of pressure
;
 particularly In medicine and the 

physical sciences is a new рЬвпошепоп, at least in its prevalence and urgency^ and may 



have serious repercussions for science as well as for the levels of anxiety anâ con-

fusion between scientists, authorities and the p\iblic. The âlfficxilties encountered 

foi и time-with-ibe SaUk vaccine may Ъе traceable to a situation of this sort, 

A further difficulty is in the nature of communication between scientist and non-

Bcientist. The latter moy Ъ,е trained to think in агЪitrory teims requiring "yes" atod 

"no" answers and is In consequence "bothered Ъу the scientist's answers in terms of gra-

dation and multiple qualifying considerations. In countries, and they are many, where 

the form of training most highly valued as a preparation for exercising government is 

legal training, tbe authorities' need to distinguish f r m "white", to define а 

"rJUSrb" answer and a "vrong" onsver to every problem vill be correspondingly increased. 

When wesent, this pressure for vhat might be thought of as "bipolar" thiniing and 

decisionmaking is bound to Ъе a source of great exasperation, mieunâerstanâing and Ir-

rational decision, the svuthorities feeling they ore getting ansvers vhich. are Impos-

sible to use, while the scientist feels he is being confronted with unanswerable ques-

tions and coerced or t^apted Into с com! tt ing himself, 

T^ts is part of the larger problem of the separation between scientist and other 

people
v
 It has its roots in educational policies and customs, in overspecialization 

at an early age which tends to separate humanity into two classes fresa adolescence on-

vards, the scientists ana the non-scientists. Worse than this is the state of ig-

norance, resulting from a complete absence of organized knowledge of human behaviour, In 

vbich schoolchildren олй even the great bulk of university graduates • grow up. It ap-

pears that nowhere is h m a n psychology considered a suitable curriculum subject for 

¿Junior schoolchildren, even in the form of simple objective discussions of how children 

behave in familiar situations, and vhy. No attanpt is made to get children to know 

themselves. Among high-school and university age-groups, generally speaking， the study 

of human behaviour, of individuals，and "through the social sciences» occupies a lowly-

position in the estimation of academic staff and students alike, Sheer ignorance of 

the roots of everyday thought anâ action, ccmpartmentalization of thought anâ lack of 

communication will undoubtedly foster the occurrence of irrational behaviour, such as 

is so often encountered in connexion vith atomic energy, 

In short, it would eeem that, in part, authorities are in the same position as 

the general public and, in part, have special problems due to the demands and 
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insecurities of their position. Hence there are to Ъе fovmâ among authorities all 

sorts of rational and irrational responses, The important point is that they are 

authorities anâ the effects of their actions are extensive and serious, j 
• s Î 

All this Is no nev jixenomenon of the atomic age, but the particular circumstances 

of atomic power, the rapid changea that have been described^ and the peculiar qualities 

inherent in atomic pover have； in the united opinion of this Stuây Group, created a 

unique situation for the human race. 



Chapter 5 

MENTAL HEALTH TASKS 

First description, then analysis and interpretation, and finally remedy; this 

is one accepted way of reporting on a problem area. In a largely unexplored field 

such as that of the mental health aspects of the peaceful uses of atomic energy, it 

will Ъе proper to restrict practical suggestions to three kinds: 

(a) remedial measures, designed to alleviate a pressât «situation that has 

been shown to be harroful; 

(b) educational n^asures, both shorfc-terra with an. eye to existing needs; 

and long ̂ term with an eye to future generations; and 

(c) research measures, which, in the present state of knowledge, caa be no 

шгв than a delineation of some areas in wbich there is clearly need for 

greater knowledge, and In which there appear to be technical resowces 

available that* will make investigation a practical possibility. 
t 

It will be immediately apparent that these three kinds of suggestion are 

interdependent. There can be neither effective remedy шг education without 

knowledge, no knowledge without research and no research without technical education. 

Secondly;, all three kinds of suggestion have a very great deal in common with the 

whole field of mental hygiene. Much that can be written relative to atomic energy-

will also apply to the mental health tasks in the other fields of human activity and 

in the psychological and. social problems arising. 

Brain damage and radiation 

、In this field, as we have seen, vsiy little fact has been demonstrated, in 
� 

relation to mental health and it is outside the scope of this report to indicate 

lines of research into thé many axceedirigly complicated problems Which appear to 

exist there• Nor do the necessary background techniques exist, at present
>
 that 

will make such research an iramodiate practical possibility. 



The one exception is the question of the effect of radiation on the nervous 

system of embryos on which more research bearing on peacetime radiation levels is 

desirable. There is one important mental health consideration in this connexion. 

Becently, certain rumours have reached the general public in several countries about 

possible danger to the ЪаЪу from exposure of the mother to radiation during pregnancy. 

？or many reasons, which have Ъееп discussed above, such rumours may have most undesir-

able effects, especially in the circumstances that exist, where the actual scientific 

knowledge is so limited. Indeed, "broadcasting of what is known for certa in" may, in 

this instance, be itself a dangerous thing to do. All that can Ъе said now is that 

daaage to the eaibryo, if it occurs, will probably happen during the first weeks of 

foetal life夕 i.e. before the mother kncws she is pregnant and before she can knowingly 

avoid exposure. It should be stated that there is no evidence that dcses within the 

occupational maximum permissible level harm the embryo in this way. 
» 

This presente a problem of great complexity in respect of the employment of 

vomen in circumstances ib which they may Ъе exposed, to radiation during their whole 

reproductive period, and also in respect of X-ray examinations and the like. The 

first essential is for greater knowledge, but it is almost as important to consider 

how to secure the greatest.possible degree of protection without the protective 

measures themselves augmenting the fears they are designed to allay. The problem is 

analogous to that which exists in relation to radiological protection of the personnel 

of atomic installations, and of the public in relation to reactor accidents, vhich 

have' been discussed in Chapter 

Eeturning to the question of brain damage and radiation, in view of the existence 

of work on central nervous system reflexes and other aspects of electro-physiology in 

Russia and Japan, it would be much .in the interests of further development of this 

subject were more exchange of Information cn this subject made possible. 

Social-economic impact and mental health 

T h e

 Study Group has only a limited concern with the "broad field which is dealt 

with 1л Chapter 3, but an issue vhich this field has in common with the mental health 

aspects of the peaceful uses of atomic energy is that the complexity of the underlying 



human individual and group reactions in a changing environment needs to be recognized 

mv.ch more widely among leaders of thought and action. The most intportant requirement 

is the cultivation of an attitude of an enquiring mind towards the behavioural sciences. 

ü:co often leaders brought up In the traditional literary and non-scientific forms of 

education^ and especially sc when they have had legal training, are bewildered by the 

complex patterns of human movements and group reactirais. They feel that the whole 

fielâ is unknowable. Yet it is possible tc claim that techniques exist which, with 

wider and careful applicatim could add much to make possible more understanding and 

therefore better handling of the problem involved. 

Almost any degree of effort will have been worth vhile if the harmful effects 

characteristic of previous social changes can be prevented from recurring in cur time, 

and if countries to which industrialization and economic progress is a new and growing 

experience can be helped to avoid suffering from the mistakes that other.countries have 

made before them. In principle, here also, as in the field of nuclear energy and 

mental health, the task is to establish what might Ъе termed a culture cf change. 
• ** 

That is, a culture in which change and orientation can take place smoothly as a living 

process of evolution and not as a painful process of forced adaptation. 

The most important relevant Montai Health tasks in the social cad economic fields 

are of an epidemiological nature. There is a pressing need for more to Ъе known about 

the phenonenon of social disorganization and how it can be prevented. One route of 

approach is phenomenological^ such as might be comprised in studies of family disruption；； 

change or distortion of value systems； problems of increased leisure； problems of 

adjustnfônt of workers to changing conditions of work； and so on. An alternative 

method of approach vill Ъе more positive and this approach may be more important in 

the long run. It is realised that a strong degree of identification with and security 

within a cultural pattern renders the individual less vulnerable. Therefore research 

directed towards what makes for security and strength within the cultural pattern will 

lead more directly into the heart of the matter. This will involve studies of 

relationships of children within, the family and of how change is normally introduced 

and dealt vith. Ia this vay valuable knowledge may be gained about the tolerance of 

change within the society^ knowledge that can Ъе of vital importance during a process 

of introdviction of atomic energy. 
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Mental health tasks arising out of the special circumstances surrounding 
atomic energy 

The first point to be stressed as a kind of leit motif is that the tasks of 

mental health cannot be served by propaganda. The reason for this, as discussed in 

Chapter 4, is that much of the present anxiety existing is connected with a mistrust 

of information and of the dicta of authority; therefore any attempt to solve these 

problems by propaganda will meet with this same distrust and is bound to fail. 

__ As an underlying principle the generalization is advanced that one of the most 

fundamental sources of trouble to mankind today is his failure to know himself. In 

Chapter 4 the various mechanisms by which, through the centuries, man has hidden the 

truth about himself from his own eyes have been discussed at some length. The 

cumulative effects over the years are bound to limit what can be done for the present 

generation by processes of re-education. With the adult of today, broadly speaking, 

only patchwork can be done, and to this end the chief efforts will have to be directed 

towards securing for man a greater intellectual grasp of the situation in the hope 

that, by greater understanding, something can be achieved. History has shown that 

much can Ъе effected by iirproving intellectual grasp, but this does not change 

attitudes. This last can be effected on a wide scale only with young children and 

only by very different forms of up bribing from those that characterize most cultures. 

It appears that enough is known about huiaan development and human psychology-

today to make it possible to make a start with the object of enabling children to 

learn to live with their insecurity, to Ъе- able to face the reality situation and to 

gain a reasonable degree of freedom from dependence upon the fixed point of authority. 

When a rigid principle is laid down and an authoritarian rulirg given to a child, 

his. capacity for adaptation will be limited thereby. Too much limitation is clearly 

inconpatible with life in a changing world. The guiding principles of life for 

children need to be neither rigid ror restricting, so that the child himself may come 

irdependently to repose confidence in, what it knows and loves. 

So much for the broad principle; as to its application, the serious difficulties 

that beset intercoiranunicaitio n between, the scientists and the no j> scientist s in our 

population have been discussed, and the difficalties of communication between both 



these parties and the general public- The problem of how to ovorcome the deep 

educational division which exists in most countries is both how to humanize the 

sciences and how to make those trained in the humanities more open to scientific 

concepts and less apt to block their understarding of science. There is an 

additional problem in that the function of government attracts those with legal 

training, and indeed legal training is normally thought to be an indispensable part 

of govorning. Legalism，with its accent on precedent and procedure, with its 

deperderce upon an oversin^plified "bipolar", "right or wrong" system of values, may-

prove a very great handicap in promoting the kind of change which is being advocated, 

unless the individuals concerned possess fortuitously an unusual flexibility of mini. 

Therefore, logically, the basis of action upon the principle must be first, in 

the home; secondly, in the whole process of education from the earliest school days 

up to the university. It is a coramorçlace to note the extreme reluctance of 

educationists in most countries to introduce the human behavioural sciences, however 

modified, in school. There is a school of thought that believes that the earliest 

days in school aro not too early for the child to bogin to laarn about himself -

about why and how he behaves in th© way ha does. Likewise, at the university, it 

would be reasonable to undertake the teaching of the philosophy of science as a basic 

study; but this last suggestion is mado in full recognition of tho complexities of 

the reform of university curricula and the need for extensive studies yet to be made. 

In the induction of the basic.principle of action from study of its limited field, 

the Study Group is in close agreement with the four objectives for the promotion of 

mental health ard the prevention of mental illness enumerated by an international 
1 

group of experts after л study of the wider field of mertal hygiene. 

The four objectives are: 

1, An upbringing free from anxiety and hate - producing in individuals 
self-reliance and a sense of responsibility towards others. 

2. Sreation of good human relations in the family, the place of work and 

the community. 

1 See Pfister-Ammende, M •， ed. (1955) Gelstiga Hygiene Forschung und Praxis 
Basel. 
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3- Education -oí fhose with responsible positions in public lifs, such as 

doctors, teachers, clergy, officials, social workers, hospital personnel, 

etc. in mental health requirements. 

4. Relief of the healthy from the burden of the mentally ill by appropriate 

psychotherapy, and the creation of a freer and healthier mental environment 

for the next generation by the prophylaxis and therapy of neuroses. 

Allowing for the fact that the fourth objective is not strictly relevant to 

the present study, the remaining three are remarkably зо, with the inçortant addition 

to objective (3) of the scientists, the authorities and the press. 

Specific suggestions 

With regard to the need, which has been discussed, to involve the whole 

coiranunity in the most beneficial way possible with the development of atomic energy 

for peaceful purposes, it is clear that this can only be done on a local community-

basis. It cannot be done by mass media of commurdcatio n, but instead, should be 

uxdextaken as a lor^-term programme of community education carried out by people who 

are known to the coirmunity concerned. 
> 

It is suggested that in local areas there should be formed small, but highly 

qualified interdisciplinary teams consisting of, perhaps, a psychiatrist, a 

psychologist, a sociologist and. a journalist. The plan could have a parallel in the 

central governmental organization as well as in the local district or community. 

Tbe duties of the team, in principle, might be: 

1. To study local conditions. 

2. To investigate the character of local mental health problems in connexion 

with atomic energy, 'in order to plan a rational local mental health programme, 

3. To study and advise ujüon the question of the selection of the more highly-

responsible personnel of atomic installations. 

4； To undertake training of such personnel, and of atomic scisntiists, in 

the basic psychological principles of human relations. 



5. To carry out a prograinme of public information and education of key 

personnel and iirportant groups in local society^ both directly and by ineans 

of the training of specialized newspaper men in huinan relations, 

6. To inaintain a close liaison with the local government. 

This, though no юге than a skeleton, may indicate a practical way of making 

a useful contribution not only to the planning of new atomic enterprises but also 

to their acceptance by local people. It may also corxbribute to mutual understanding 

botwcen scientists and the people with whom they live and the authority by whom they 

are entçloyBd, Clearly any such scheme must be adapted closely to the particular 

characteristics of the district concarned. 

In relation to the production of atordc power there are a number of areas in 

which further inveatigation appears to be extremely ii^ortant in order to be able 

to secure a talanced acceptance of dovelopmrrt plans by the populations concerned. 

(a) New installations 、 

Studies need to be carried out using the resources of modern social 

science and psychology inbo tha local reactions to tha iœtallation of new 

atomic plants a ni with due regard to local social and. economic background. 

(b) The placement of installations 

Re-examination of the policy of isolating atomic installations (where 

such policies oxist) ̂  in the light of the "diminishing returiis'
1

 principle 

discussed in Chapter 4. It has bean suggested that there may be a point, both 

in timo and place^ at which isolation, though undertaken to calm puHic fears, 

may, in fact, excite them, 

(c) The personnel of atomic installations 

The development cf methods of selection of personnel of all grades in 

atoinic installations, having regard to modern technique of vocational selection. 

There is particularly a neod to gain mora objective information about the 

personality factors and so on that constitute a "psychiatric risk". In relation 



to the family and social life of persons employed in atomic industries it is 

noted that no adequate social and psychological studies appear to have been 

made. Techniques of investigation new exist which, unlike these of some of 

the earlier trials in the field, do not provoke reactions among the subjects 

observed. 

(d) Health services of atomic installations 

It is characteristic cf atomic installations that their medical services 

have been extremely highly developed and they have a remarkable record of 

safety. As In the case of isolation of plants
;
 the possibility might be 

considered that a threshold may exist above which.further emphasis on 

protection may begin to show a diminishing return. There is a considerable 

aure attached to the "mea in white" whe carries out personnel monitoring and 

во on. It is time to raake investigations to find out whether there is a 

level in the development of safety regulations above which more will tend 

to Increase anxiety and therefore decrease efficiency. 

(e) Positive steps to increase public confidence 

It has been seen how propaganda is likely to fail to increase public 

confidence where the latter is at a law level. It may Ъе more helpful to 

think in terms of a conditioning process. For example^ experience with 

refugees during the var has shown haw people can develop automatic reactions 

to symbols which in the past have carried some fearful meaning for them^ such 

as a soldier's uniform, of whicb they may Ъе imreasonably terrified even under 

friendly circumstances. In the case of refugees it was possible to alter this 

vith careful steps of familiarization of the individual with'the things he 

feared, and so getting an emotional as well as an intellectual grasp cf 
i 

meanings. The lessbn of this might be applicable also to the siting of 

atomic energy plants (see (Ъ) above), i.e. consideration of the relative 

advantages from the point of view of moral© of isolation of plants and of 

familiarizing the public by close proximity. 



Atonde Energy of Canada Ltd has set a good example in'encouraging visits 

t 0
 ¿ts Ghalk River Plant. The fact that some 4000 visitors each year make at 

l e a s t
 a 260 railo rouni-trip is evidence of success. This is backed up by а 

vigorous p r o g r ^ e of public education. The secret of success appears to Ъе a 

programe of positively encouraging visiting, rather than a more" passive 

attitude of permitting visits to be made under certain and often restrictive 

conditions, 

It might also be said that the advent of fusion instead of fissiw as the 

p o r t a n t principle behind atomic eœrgy has, on theoretical grounds at loast, 

'the possibility of'appealing to the public imagination in a more positive way. 

It might repay investigation whether anything can be made of the fact that 

fusion is the source of the sunis energy in the approach to the public. It 

i s
 foared, however, that the introduction of the idea of fusion through 

association with even more dangerous weapons may have already poisoned the 

public attitude in this respect and so have destroyed an otherwise promising 

opportunity. 

(f) Public policy in the event of accidents and unexpected hazards. 

A ñeed can Ъе described îor lorraulating new principles of public,policy 

in regard to accidents a M unexpected hazards arising in atoniic plants. Althou^ 

the case in faVpur of concealing nothing from the public appears to be , 

umhswerable, tnere is, . w r t h e l e s s , a duty to study the psychological 

principles of the presentation of anxiety-raising information in relation +,6 

the capecity OJ. the pulalic to take it. 

In Chapter 4 attention has been given to the possible deep significance 

o f
 apparente ordinary thirgs, such as the contamination of milk; arxi/rom-

this could be argued a need for the information agency to be aware of ；Ьш main : 

pitfaXls in what they are undertakir^. The delicate tela nee between ihe 

arousal of anxiety by publicity and the irrposing of precautions in spite of 

a
 p

U b
iic utterLnce that the risk involved is negligible, needs to be/handled 

with an assurance that can only be obtained by far more study of tl̂ e. 

issues involved. The objective knowledge on which to base action is 

inadequate a m the field U wide open to investigation. 吻 
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There are many areas which require research and preventive action. Allusion has 

been made to the extreme paucity of research into psychological reactions in the field 

of medical radiation. The proposition, briefly restated, is that disease causes 

fear and that fear also can be attached to the process of medical radiation. This 

latter may derive in part from the association of radiation with dangerous diseases, 

and it may also have derived something in recent years from association with bomb 

explosions. There is apparently no scientifically controlled information as to what 

kind and degree of foar is‘created either by various forms of disease or by various 

forms of treatment, nor are there any qualitative studies of personality reactions to 

these fears. The result is that tho basis of objective knowledge ©n which clinical 

practice can be founded is very slight indeed. After one whole generation of 

experience of the use of medical radiation it is considered that this situation is 

overdue for invGstigation, 

Certain aspects of the press reporting of atomic energy matters appear to 

•<co«tribute to some of the public anxiety that ñas been described. There is therefore 

a need for educating journalists so that they can understand more of the 

implications of the news they have to handle. This has been done very successfully 

in the United Kingdom by а ral i sta^sciaoce writers) who were enabled 

Ъу the Atomic Energy Authority to study atomic energy matters at a high scientific 

level. To do this on a wide scale will not eliminate complateljL-the d±Cficulty of 

the "scare" headline (into which more research would be desirable) ard the 

• _ _ _ T a i s i a g ^ — o £ _ - t h a j t a M a r d of.. scientific 

information and integrity among science writers would be bound to have a good effect, 

on the body of journalists as a whole. If this educational process were coupled 

『idilL a really effective information service which was easily accessible and which 

could be relied upon by journalists in general, the problem would be greatly reduced. 

It seems that in every country there is a great distance to travel before conditions 

can be considëred. ideal in these respects. The point should therefore be studied 

with proper scientific method. In this connexion it is noted that the new 

International Atomic Energy Agency plans to have a Public delations Sectioa consisting 

oi. two officers and two secretaries. It is suggested that the unique aspects of the 

responsibility of giving public information in the field of atomic energy deserve a 

great deal оГ special training. 



It is strongly urged that consideration of the mental health aspects of atomic 

energy be added to the agenda of all future international scientific conferences on 

the subjcct. 

Finally, in considering the position of those who are in power and. who exercise 

authority, it will be seen that there can be little hope that any form of mental 

health action or education can affect attitudes on a wide scale, preoccupied as 

such people mist be with the difficult task of adjusting themselves to a constant^ changing 

world. Much might be achieved, however, by improving the communication between 

scientists and authorities and to achieve a greater degree of mutual understandijig. 

Specifically the authorities need to understand that the scientific role does not 

extend to tho making of moral or ethical judgements upon scientific matters and 

that responsibility for doing this places the scientist in an impossible position. 

The scientist, on his part, must imderstand the position of the authority who is 

often faced with the necessity to make a definite decision on evidence that is ш 

more than equivocal, and which he may imperfectly understand, and therefore mistrust. 

Any measure which will decrease the wide split between the scientific and 

non-scientific memters of the population will help in this regard, and the Study 

Group has noted above an approach by education to the solution of this problem. 

But in the run the greatest hope of mental health in the future of the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy is the raising of a new generation that has learnb 

to live on terms with ignorance and uncertainty and, in the words of the 

eighteenth century English poet, "rides in the whirlwind, and directs the storm". 



APPLïiDEC I 

THS PRESS AND ATOMIC ENERCT 

Д sample of th© cuttings for the years 1955-56 supplied by the ШО Press Cutting 

Agency was examined. This service covers Great Britain and Prance and their 

territories, and in addition there is a more chance se le ot ion of items from pf-pers in 
‘i 

other parts of the world. The common feature of th© sample is that in. each cutting 

some reference .is made to th© World Health Organization. 

The resulte are as follows: First, atomic energy was by far the most widely 

covered subjectj the next, in terms of quantity, was nutrition, with rather less than 

one third of the volume of comment• no other subject had even one tenth. It w&s 

interesting also that much of the press oorament on nutrition in the cuttings was given 

over to the supposed contamination of food by chemical additives and the like. This 

rank order has no permanence, however, because the first six months of 1957 showed that 

the subject of influenza (viz. Asian 'flu) had rather more than double the number of 

clippings that were devoted to the atom, and poliomyelitis was nearly at the atom level,. 

Nutrition was not far behind, this being the theme of the 1957 World Health Day. It 

can be seen how the volume of press comment follows striking events, but this does not 

detract from the fact that atomic energy appears to maintain a remarkably prominent 

place in the health reporting of the world's press. This is a surprising result when 

it is realised that practically none of the cuttings referred to nuclear weapon tests 

and other inflammatory topics, though there was a good deal of comment given over to 

the dangers from fall-out and the like. 

Five hundred and four press cuttings were examined from 31 countries. These were 

all itemized according to specific subjects dealt with, and in all, some items 

were recorded. They fell naturally into three groups : warnings about the dangers of 

radiation； descriptions of proteotive measures j and references to medical uses, . 

industrial uses or the production of power. It was remarkable that if the total 

sample was divided, according to plaoe of origin, into European, American, and the rest 
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of the world, the differences, between the amount of reporting in each of these groups 

w a s
 insignificant. Considering the arbitrary nature of the '©ample, arid tba vide 

variation^ the degree of uniformity across the world was impressive. This will be 

partly explained Ъу the fact that the news is distributed principally from three press 

agencies^ which normally keep fairly closely to the taxt of the press releases issued 

Ъу the World Health Organization and are generally accurate but cften tend to choose 

the more dramatic statements without alvays adding tlie qualifying observations. It 

constitutes impressive evidence of the integrity with which the news is handled in 

general, and contributes greatly to the value of the concliisions to Ъе drawn from the 

sample. 

Practical difficulties dictated the use of the пггтЪег of times àn item was 

mentioned, as a criterion. No «íeighting could Ъе given for length end quality of 

Information, or for that other more important consideration； positioning in the 

newspaper. 

The dangers mentioned fell into categories, roughly in order of frequsncy of 

mention, as follows : 

To health generally 
From radiation in genei'al 
To heredity 
From atom waste products 
From accumulation of radiation ‘ 
From food с ontajninat i on 
From X-rays „ 

, To sex glands. . 

» 

Among the cuttings there was a small volume of comment in tern® of what might Ъе 

described as general pessimism, some fear of scientists was expressed, and there were 

references also to ЪотЪ tests and to fears of the military uses• Using the numerical 

criterion, there was roughly five times as m c h reference dangers of radiation and 

to anxieties aroused as there was to protection against dangers of radiation, end its 
» » 

constructive uses, respectively. Among the last-named there was, as might Ъе 
. '• ! 

anticipated from the nature of the sample, twice as much reference to medical uses 

as to industrial and power uses. It is Interes ting that^ taking the sample as a whole. 
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the atomic energy items in the press in which Щ0 was mentioned contained, approximately 

fiv© times as much, reference to warnings of danger and anxieties as to comments on the 

constructive uses of atomic energy. Whatever may Ъе said about the relationship 

betweefl the press and the public and the fidelity vith which journalists will follow 

official handouts, it remains a fact that the ultimate consideration for inclusion of 

an item in a newspaper is the editor's estimate of what the public wants in relation 

to what is available at any one moment. 

One other pattern of press comment stood out sharply In the sample. This was 

the tendency of certain pr^nounceiaents to irradíete round the world in a kind of 

mlftor explosion. Following the WHO Begional Office for Europe's Training Course in 

Health Physics in Stockholm in 1955，some informat ion was given about radioactivity in 

water and soil. During the following week
;
 an explosion of public anxiety that • 

embraced most of the powers in the sample spread right round tbe world. There was 

apparently something particularly alarming about the possible prospect of radiation 

danger in water and food supplies• , 

. a tentative attempt was ma-de with a number of leading daily newspapers end / 

periodicals in France, the United Kingdom and the United States of i\nierica； to 

estimate the coverage of the subject of nuclear energy in its various forms over a 

period of time. Although all the journals approached expressed a sympathetic, interest 

in the inquiry, it was clear that) for the majority, their records were not of a type 

that vould make a survey possible vithout making a detailed study Qf all past issues, 
» 

vhich ^as impossible. In the ease of three British daily newspapers
 í
 a United Statfes 

weekly news magazine and a United States monthly d i g e s t i t was possible tq make some 

observations. 
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The British daily newspapers consisted pf a popular illustrated daily, of mass 

circulation, catering for a lower educational group5 a daily paper of a quasi-popular 

type but with a particular concern for social affairs 5 and a daily paper of more 

restricted circulation, oatering for the higher educational groups in an area which 

happens to be particularly rich in atomio energy projects. 

Considering first the popular illustrated daily, it is olear that the whole 

subject of nuclear energy, both in war and peace, occupies but a very small proportion 

of the newspaper's space. Over a ten-year period from 1947 to 1957, the average 

coverage each year was roughly one news story every ten days and one feature article 

every three months. This works out on the average at about 40 words per issue, 

i.e. only a small fraotion of one per cent, of the tot^l news and feature space. 

Moreover, the figures are remarkably fluctuating, particularly on the military side, 

where they reflect outstaBding events such as bomb tests. Several periods of as long 

a s
 two months have elapsed without any mention at all of atomic ettsxgy in the paper• 

During the three years 1951 to 1953, 940 consecutive issues of the paper devoted, on 

the average, about 50 words in ev ry five copies of the paper to the peaoeñil uses of 

atomic energy. During the six months ending 31 March 1957, the average total atom 

coverage per day was, at a rough estimate, 45 words. When it comes to enumerating 

the aotual items printed over the years (not the amount of column space given) the 

result is perhaps surprising. It might have been thought that news stories 

concerning bomb tests and the like would show up in overwhelming quantity, but in fact, 

the items given over to daggers and warnings, including anxieties over bomb tests and 

prospects of atom war, espionage and security precautions» were not more than of the 

order of 35 per cent. Protection generally, medical and safety devices in the use of 

radioisotopes aooounted for about 13 per cent.； the general uses of atomic energy in 

medicine, power, and attempts at explanation and eduoation amounted to about 9 per 

cent. It should be noted, however, that these figures, again, take no account of 

space, headlining, and positioning in the paper； and in these last respects it seems 

likely that the balance would weigh very heavily down on the side of attention to the 

war-time uses, bomb tests and the like. The letters to the editor, which have been 

described in paragraph A(ii) above, showed an overwhelming preoccupation with fear 

and anxiety. 
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The "quasi-popular" national daily paper showed a rather different state of 

affairs, During the six-month period ended April 1957, this paper devoted just under 

one per cent, of its total column space to the consideration of atomic energy matters. 

This works out at roughly 600 - 700 words per issuej and the paper dealt with the 

dangers and anxieties of the subject, including bomb tests and so on, as compared with 

reporting on the constructive uses of atomic energy, in the ratio roughly, of six to 

five. Similarly, just over one per cent. of all the letters received by the paper 

during th© same period referred in some way to atomic energy. There was, naturally, 

here also a phasic interest in the subject, being particularly stimulated by readers‘ 

concern with the progratmne of bomb testing. 

The "quality" daily newspaper of more limited circulation devoted nearly iwo per 

C Q n
t . of its column space to the subjeot, in the first five months of 1957. This 

W
o'rked out at the high average figure of roughly 1500 words per issue. On the other 

hand, the ratio between amount of space given to dangers and warnings, including 

war-like uses, testing and so on, аз compared with the constructive uses of atomic 

energy, was of the order of 5 to 2. This paper carries an important correspondence 

column in which about O J per'cent, of the letters over a 10-year period were devoted 

to atomic matters> roughly one letter every seven weeks out of an average number of 

letters published of eight per issue. These letters ranged over the whole subject. 

It should be noted that no comparison is possible between the letters published in 

this paper and the letters received by the editors of the other t w o . . 

The American weekly and monthly, jouraab devoted respectively 1.3 per cent, and 

1 per cent, of their titles to the whole field of atomic matters. The ratio between 

attention to danger, including military uses, and the constructive peaceful uses, 

did not differ greatly from the sample of daily newspapers, being 4:6 and 5:4 

respectively. These ratios are so rough as to be almost useless as information, 
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but at leaso they give some idea that both sides of the question are considered. 

Qualitatively of course there is a distinctly different angle in the American 

periodicals, because whereas it is the main ñmotion of a daity newspaper to give the 

n
e

w s
 and up-to-the-moment comment, it is the function of a weekly or monthly to give 

a digested comment with such political angles as the journal thinks proper. 


